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Bonding to be a
battleground
during session
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Bonding will dominate discussion
when the 2020 Minnesota Legislature
convenes. Many projects related to
disability accommodations and services
are in the chase for funding, including
money for improvements at the two
state academies and state hospital
facilities, accommodations at state
buildings, state parks access and even
money for a much-needed employment
training facility that could help address
the direct support professionals’
worker shortage.
Gov. Tim Walz’s proposal calls for
$2 billion in general obligation bonds,
and $600 million in other funding
sources, including appropriation bonds,
general fund cash, trunk highway
bonds and user-financed bonds.
The investment would leverage an
additional $887 million in federal,
local and private funds to provide more
than $3.4 billion in investment in
Minnesota’s capital infrastructure.
The funding package immediately
met criticism from Republicans, who
said it was too high. Senate Majority
Leader Paul Gazelka, R-Nisswa, said
at a news conference last month he’d
oppose a bonding bill over $1 billion.
Rep. Alice Hausman, DFL-St.
Paul, is a veteran of many bonding
negotiations and committee
deliberations. Looking at what Walz
has brought forward, she sees plusses
and minuses. She is especially pleased
to see a request for International
Institute in St. Paul. The nonprofit
wishes to build a $12.5 million new
facility. Walz recommends $5.5
million toward the project, which
would provide more workforce training
space for new Americans.
“I’m thrilled to see that request
recommended for funding,” said
Hausman. Workers trained through
the program fill jobs in long-term
care and health care, fields which
are experiencing statewide worker
shortages.
“They’re doing great work,” she said
of the International Institute.
How bonding will shake during
the session remains to be seen, said
Hausman. Walz’s proposal includes
projects from around the state. As the
proposal is winnowed down during
the session and projects are dropped,
supporters may also drop by the
wayside. “When we start negotiations
and we’re very far apart, we run the
risk of running out of time and having
to put something together quickly.”
Bonding for brick-and-mortar
projects occurs during even years in
Minnesota. Local governments and
state agencies sent their bonding
requests to Minnesota Management
and Budget in July. The total value
of requests received was $5.3 billion.
Of that amount $4 billion came from
state agencies, including colleges and
universities. Another $1.3 billion came
from local governments, for their own
requests or for nonprofit requests they
sponsored.
The governor is required by state law
to make his bonding recommendations
by January 15.
Many requests, from state agencies
and from local governments around the
state, include asks for funding to make
facilities accessible. Others center on

"There is no greater
disability in society,
than the inability to
see a person as more."

It's a dog's life as attendees testified at the Minnesota Council on Disability's January 13 Legislative Forum on
Disability. This fellow listened intently to the testimony.

Start of 2020 legislative session
brings disability issues to forefront
As the 2020 session of the Minnesota
Legislature starts February 11, many
issues are in play for people with disabilities. Minnesota’s disability community
and its advocacy groups will be keeping an eye on everything from possible
changes at the Minnesota Department of
Human Services to improved access to
jobs, health care and transportation.
Much groundwork has been laid for
work at the capitol. The Minnesota Council on Disability (MCD) and Minnesota
Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities
(MNCCD) in January held two large
pre-session events. Individual organizations have also held smaller training
sessions. Many groups have also set their
rally days.
What has given many people hope is

that Gov. Tim Walz and Lt. Gov. Peggy Flanagan have attended pre-session
events. At the MCD event, Flanagan said
that while it was the first time she and
Walz attended such an event, “I want to
say to you that it won’t be the last time.”
Walz and Flanagan have spoken about
inclusion at disability community events,
as part of their vision for the One Minnesota program. Walz said his intention
is to create a barrier-free state for all. He
urged people with disabilities to be part
of the discussion of issues and to not be
treated as afterthoughts. He also spoke
for policy changes to be backed up with
adequate funding.
One focus for Walz is how compensation
must be increased for direct support pro-
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Access Press and the ADA mark important anniversaries
Much attention around the nation is focused on the upcoming 30-year anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act
or ADA. The ADA was signed into law on
July 26, 1990, by President George H.W.
Bush. It was a huge accomplishment after
decades of work to obtain equal rights for
people with disabilities.
Signing of the ADA also launched more
work on several fronts, so that people
could live their best lives. Housing, education, transportation and accommodations
are but a handful of the areas we as the
disability community have focused on
since the ADA opened the door for us all.
Weeks before the ADA became law,
Minnesotans with disabilities also celebrated a significant accomplishment. They
read the first copies of Access Press. The
newspaper began publishing in May 1990
and also marks three decades in 2020.
The vision of newspaper founder Charlie
Smith, Jr. and so many others 30 years ago
was to provide a means to communicate
and organize the community around important issues that affected so many lives.
So much has changed in how we communicate. Thirty years ago, we were still
using “phone tree” lists to call one another.
We were making those calls on land lines.
Fax machines were a novelty. The Internet
and social media were barely a glimpse on
the horizon.
Many of us lacked adequate transportation to get to and from jobs, recreation,
place of worship and the state capitol. We

President George H.W. Bush signed the Americans with Disabilities Act into law in July, 1990.
were isolated.
Many of us were unable to live in and
participate in our home communities. We
lived in institutions or with family. We
lacked dignity and independence.
Without Access Press to provide a means
of communication, people with disabilities,
their businesses and their advocacy groups
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struggled to reach one another.
Our issues weren’t covered by the mainstream media. People with disabilities were
“handicapped.” We were shunned or treated
as novelties or as objects of pity.
Without Access Press to serve as a watchdog, consider the many issues that would
SPECIAL ISSUE To page 13
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EDITOR’S DESK

Tim Benjamin
As I mentioned last month, this year
marks the 30th anniversary of Access Press
and I really feel like my 20 years with the
paper have whizzed by. For the paper’s first
ten years, Charlie Smith was the director
with much support from his co-founders,
Bill and Renee Smith. When I first started,
I got fantastic help as well, and I’ve been
thinking a lot about that lately.
Why am I reminiscing about those
years? Not just because of the paper’s
anniversary, but because of my own transition. As some of you know, I had been
planning to step down from the role of
executive director and editor-in-chief in
the next year or so so that I could write
more and enjoy time at home with friends
and with family in Arizona. But as it
turns out, I’ve also had some medical issues to deal with over the past year, and
so I’ve decided, along with the Board of
Directors, that it’s time for me to take on
a different role. I am looking forward to
being one of the contributing writers. I’ll
continue to write a “Tim’s Desk” column,
along with other articles. I’m hoping that
will include more news from the capitol.
The board has formed a management
transition team in the last couple months,
and I look forward to working with them
and soon introducing a new Access Press
executive director and to all of you.

So you can imagine how much I’m
thinking about all the outstanding staff,
advertisers, readers and community supporters that I’ve worked with from 2001
on. There are hundreds of people who have
supported me and Access Press throughout my tenure. I can’t name them all, but
I would be remiss not to mention Jane
McClure especially. She has been a great
teammate as managing editor and reporter.
I’ve never worked with anyone who’s been
more supportive and agreeable while also
teaching me--every week, every year--how
to produce a paper with real journalistic
integrity. Jane is a journalist’s journalist.
Jeff Nygaard, who had worked with
Charlie for years, was a solid journalistic
mentor at the start. Along with Jeff was
Donna McNamara, who had also worked
with Charlie in the early years managing
the business side of the paper. She was
a great all-around mentor, teaching me
grant-writing, bookkeeping, and just about
all of the basics to keep Access Press alive.
Ellen Houghton at Presentation Images
was the paper’s desktop publisher for
more than 25 years. She saw the paper
through several design and layout updates,
and was vital in advising me and the staff
on what would work and what would improve the look of the paper. Ellen, Donna,
and Jeff were always there when I had

Why am I reminiscing about those years?
Not just because of the paper's anniversary,
but because of my own transition.
questions, and helped the paper make the
transition after Charlie’s death in 2001.
The paper has been served by dozens of community leaders on its Board
of Directors. From the beginning, I was
able to rely on people like Steve Kuntz,
Margot Imdieke Cross, Bill Dessert,
Mary Kay Kennedy, Brigid Alseth, Kelly
Matter, Kristen Jorenby, Steve Anderson,
Tom Squires, JoAnn Cardenas Enos,
Mike Chevrette and so many more. They
brought financial and organizational
expertise, plus the inside scoop on everything happening in the disability community. For just one example, Margot is
an encyclopedia of knowledge about the
ADA, housing, and transportation. She
pushed me to get informed and to understand better how in all these areas Access
Press needs to have a voice. I’ve felt with
all of these associates that I could give
them a call or send an email and receive
the best advice in the state. And all of
that advice has served you, the readers of
Access Press.
So I’ll be sitting and thinking back a
lot, and since I couldn’t begin to mention
here all of the people I value from my
time in this job, many of you can expect
to get a call or text from me as I’m remembering how much you’ve contributed
to the community and Access Press.
I am looking forward to the writing job,
though. One of my favorite experiences
was interviewing U.S. Attorney General
Janet Reno when she had come to Minnesota for a Courage Center event. She

was so down to earth and generous with
her time. She gave a beautiful explanation
of why she believed that we need an all-inclusive society, and she shared moving
stories from her personal life as well.
Another highlight, or at least memorable event, was when a PBS capitol
reporter stepped right in front of me at a
Howard Dean press conference when he
was running for president. It was great to
have Gov. Dean tell the reporter to move
back…”behind that gentleman in a wheelchair that you just stepped over.” Another
moment I'll never forget was having to interrupt former WCCO news anchor Don
Shelby at the premiere of the documentary, “The Real Story.” He was one of the
invited panelists, but his comments went
on just a little too long and we were out of
time. A few years earlier Minnesota Monthly magazine had identified both of us in
their annual Salary Surveys. At that time,
Don Shelby was the highest paid journalist in the Twin Cities, and I...well, yes, I
was the lowest paid. And now, since I’m in
danger of going on a little too long myself,
just one final neat Access Press experience:
Gov. Mark Dayton asked me to come up
to the podium and sit next to him as he
signed into law the removal of an age limitation for the Medical Assistance for Employed Persons with Disabilities program.
The paper had been a vocal advocate for
that legislation, and he recognized it.
I'll talk with you all in March in my
new column. In the meantime, stay safe
and warm, and I’ll do the same.

HISTORY NOTE

by Jane McClure
The weather is wintry, but many families
are signing their children and teenagers up
for summer camps. Camps of all types fill
up quickly and require planning ahead. As
the forms are filled out and payments paper, it’s worth noting that the ability to go
to camp years ago was all too often a pipe
dream for youngsters with disabilities.
Camp experiences for children with
disabilities didn’t start to come into
prominence until the 1950s and into the
1970s. Even then young campers, volunteers and staff often found themselves
using established camp facilities with few
if any accommodations.
The documentary Crip Camp, which
opened to glowing reviews at the 2020
Sundance Film Festival, recounts the history of one pioneering camp. The documentary is part of former President Barack
and Michelle Obama’s offering of Netflix
programming, through their production
company Higher Ground.
The documentary focuses on Camp
Jened, in the Catskills in New York State.
The camp was championed by Larry

Allison, who wanted teenagers with disabilities to have the camp experience.
Crip Camp uses archival footage, interviews conducted by film students almost
50 years ago and interviews with former
campers today to tell Camp Jened’s story
and the story of the young people who had
life-changing experiences there.
The documentary has been described by
reviewers as a frank story about discrimination, institutionalization, love, friendship, family, and disability rights. It is
praised for its focus on ability and “I can.”
While Crip Camp is initially a documentary about place, it is just as much a film
about the disability rights movement and
how young campers’ lives were changed
by their experiences.
James Lebrecht, a former camper and
Crip Camp film co-director, described
the place as “summer camp for the handicapped run by hippies.” It served young
people with a wide range of disabilities.
Crip Camp closed due to financial woes
in 1977. But it left a lasting legacy. Many
of its campers went on to join the radical
disability rights movement, ending up in
Berkeley and founding a center for inde-
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Crip Camp shows a unique memory

Scenes from an early camp
pendent living there.
Minnesota has had its own camps for
children with disabilities for many years,
Early camps, starting in the 1920s, served
children with tuberculosis. One of those
games was the Glen Lake Children’s
Camp.
Other camps began in the 1950s, including Camp Courage in 1955. Another
notable 1950s-era camp was Camp Indian
Chief, run by Arc of Hennepin County for
people with developmental disabilities.
Many groups set up camps for specific
disability community groups, serving

children or adults. The era of using camps
that didn’t have accessible facilities gave
way to specially designed places.
While inclusive camping options are
expected today, the documentary Crip
Camp reminds the disability community
of a time when equal rights and equal access were unheard of. Minnesota showings
of Crip Camp haven’t been announced.
The History Note is a monthly column
sponsored by the Minnesota Governor’s
Council on Developmental Disabilities,
www.mnddc.org or www.mncdd.org and
www.partnersinpolicymaking.com.
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William O'Brien State Park is eyed for accessibly improvements.

BONDING
From page 1

facilities for people with disabilities. Here is an overview
of requests:
Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf and State
Academy for the Blind, both in Faribault, fared well in
Walz’s recommendations. Administrators at the two
academies submitted four requests totaling $18.010
million. Walz has recommended all four projects, at the
full amount.
Largest of the requests is $5.830 million for safety and
security needs. It would cover the costs of a safety and
security building corridor on the State Academy for the
Deaf campus, and major renovations of interior space,
restrooms, offices, classrooms, science and technology labs
for Smith and Quinn halls on that campus.
Part of the request, which totals $3.85 million, is
for the construction of a safety and security building
corridor. The remainder of the funding is for a major
renovation to Smith and Quinn Halls. The academy has
received $50,000 for pre-design and planning of the
Security Corridor project. The corridor would provide
for a central/main entrance and controlled access for all
three buildings for student arrivals, parents/guardians,
visitors, vendors and contractors. The controlled access
to the education directors' office areas would include a
waiting area and public restrooms. This means visitors
would no longer have to use restrooms meant for
staff and students and would no longer have access to
hallways, classrooms and offices.
The corridor/reception area would become the
primary entrance which would be much easier to
locate. Currently, the entries are somewhat hidden
from view. It would also provide for a more welcoming
environment for students, staff and visitors. The corridor
will also improve accessibility for students and staff in
wheelchairs and who use other mobility devices.
Current classroom design and setup for both buildings
haven’t changed much from the original construction
in 1971 for Quinn Hall and 1973 for Smith Hall. Both
buildings predate the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
An additional $5.73 million is sought for assets
preservation at both state academy campuses. The capital
needs include projects including roof replacements, work
on building exteriors and replacement of mechanical
systems. The work has to be done with an eye toward
historic preservation as two buildings are on the National
Register of Historic Places. Other buildings are 75 to 100
years old.
* The state academies are also requesting $6.3 million
for the renovation of Pollard Hall on the deaf school
campus and Kramer, Brandeen and Rode halls on the blind
school campus. The campus for the blind’s dormitories
were built in 1982. Pollard Hall dates from 1937.
Another request is for $150,000 for pre-design work
to determine the feasibility of renovating existing spaces
or establishing a student services/activities center on the
Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf campus. A new
building would replace two aging buildings and outdated/
inaccessible facilities, including the gymnasium, athletic
facilities, cafeteria, multi-purpose room and other service
areas. The gym itself dates from the 1920s.
The state’s Department of Administration has requests
impacting accessibility of capitol complex facilities. One
proposal is for $2 million for an ADA Accommodation
Fund, so that all people are able to freely access and move
throughout the buildings. One much-criticized facet of
the capitol grounds is its tunnel system, which has areas
that are hard to navigate. Heavy doors, dated restrooms,
lack of handrails and exterior ramps are among needs the
fund could support.
Walz recommended the funds in his bonding proposal.
State agencies, boards, and commissions, the legislative
and judicial branches of government, and constitutional
offices would be able to access the money to correct
physical barriers in state-owned and state-leased
buildings. Improvements would be made to physical
access to state services and employment opportunities.
This would serve state workers and the general public.
The Minnesota Council on Disability would review
each request and recommend approval or disapproval.
The Department of Administration would manage the
fund and deliver the construction improvement
But one facility improvement Walz doesn’t support is

Wilkins Hall is a new state academy dormitory, completed in 2018. Other dormitories need work.

work to replace the Centennial Office Building, which
opened in 1958. The building is sometimes the focus
of accessibility complaints. The requests were for about
$200 million in general obligation bonds and $4 million
from the general fund to provide for design, construction
and temporary relocation of tenants. A new building
would be 280,000 square feet in size, with a 604-stall
parking ramp and cafeteria. It would be connected to the
rest of the capitol complex via the tunnel system.
Housing of all types, including accessible and
supportive housing, are in the bonding mix. The
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency (MHFA) is seeking
$180 million. Walz bumped that up to $260 million.
The focus includes supportive housing, senior housing,
community land trust and housing preservation,
and working with private for-profit and non-profit
developers. The preservation focus would be on the
state’s aging Section 8 housing stock.
A portion of the bond proceeds would be used to
construct or acquire and rehabilitate properties for use
as permanent supportive housing for households who are
experiencing homelessness, including youth, veterans,
those experiencing long-term homelessness and for
persons with disabilities or people who struggle with
mental illness.
Permanent supportive housing is defined as affordable
rental housing with connections to services necessary to
enable tenants to live in the community and improve their
lives, according to state documents. Supportive housing
creates housing stability for the lowest income households
and households with service needs so they can address
significant mental health challenges, chronic health
conditions, substance abuse disorders and other barriers
to self-sufficiency. The housing stability and additional
services help individuals and families complete school or
training, get connected to programs, achieve employment
and eventually attain independent living
Veterans needs are also the subject of bonding requests.
The Minnesota Department of Veterans Affairs (MDVA)
made $34.7 million in requests. Walz recommended
three requests, at $15 million.
MDVA occupies 1.2 million square feet in 64
buildings with a replacement value of $310.7 million
dollars. In 2018/2019, MDVA requested a security
assessment from the Department of Homeland Security
for the Minneapolis, Hastings and Silver Bay Veterans
Homes and campuses.
As a result, a request was made for $8.4 million to
install a standardized and centralized security system that
will enable local and remote access to security cameras
and footage, and ensure secure door locking and limited
access for each home and cemetery. In addition to those
campuses reviewed by the Department of Homeland
Security, this project also includes security updates for
the three MDVA Veterans Homes in Little Falls, Preston
and Duluth and for veterans’ cemeteries.
Veterans’ homes have a variety of systems and several
vendors that provide inconsistent support throughout
the facilities, and various levels of security apparatus,

some of which lack the recommended level for securing
these facilities; for example, nine of these buildings
have 24/7 occupancy and house vulnerable adults. Walz
recommended $4.2 million for the project.
State parks access is a follow-up request from
the Minnesota Council on Disability through the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Walz
recommended the $10 million sought. It would expand
on a $500,000 design allocation made in 2018.
The funds are sought to create comprehensive
accessibility at William O’Brien State Park in
Washington County and to design projects at Fort
Snelling State Park. Project components would include
renovations of bathrooms, showers, campsites, trails and
day use facilities, and development of new accessible
amenities to serve visitors of all abilities. One goal of the
project is to upgrade William O'Brien State Park to serve
as a showcase. That would affect the daytime use of
facilities at Lake Alice, the interpretive center, riverway
and savanna campgrounds, riverside group camp, trails,
water access, wayfinding and signage.
One idea is to develop accessible amenities such as
yurts or wall tents.
Many buildings at state parks are more than 50 years
old and are not compliant with current ADA standards.
“Recent renovation and construction meets ADA
standards, but this is only being accomplished on a
building-by-building basis and many parks remain only
partially accessible,” according to state documents.
The Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS)
has several bonding requests totaling $66.3 million. The
largest is for $20 million is requested to maintain capital
assets throughout Minnesota, in the form of direct care
and treatment services. Walz is recommending $62.3
million, trimming some requests. Asset preservation is
recommended for $16 million.
Another request is for $18 million for the second
phase of a multi-part project to design and construct,
furnish and equip existing buildings on the lower
campus of the St. Peter Regional Treatment Center.
This would make the buildings usable for program
operations for the Minnesota Sex Offender Program,
and would increase capacity for clients in community
preparation services. These clients are court-ordered
to continue treatment in a less restrictive environment.
Three buildings are targeted for renovations. Walz
recommended full funding for the request.
Anoka Metro Regional Treatment Center is the focus
of a $6.6 million request to do design, renovate, furnish
and equip the north wing of the Miller Residence of
the treatment center for residential treatment facilities
for the mental health and substance abuse treatment
division. The funding would be for the first phase of a
three-phase project. The north wing is currently empty.
Walz recommended full funding.
Another $1.75 million is recommended by the governor
to design, construct, and furnish a large motor activity
BONDING To page 7
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FROM OUR COMMUNITY

Fairer pay for PCAs seen as needed to recruit, retain staff
by the PCA Reform Coalition
“If we truly believe in the dignity of every individual and the
work that PCAs do, then we certainly can't hide behind paying
them less than they would make at Kwik Trip, or making sure
that it's difficult to retain and keep people.” Gov. Tim Walz Minnesota Council on Disability Forum
This statement from the governor gives PCA (personal
care assistant) workers hope. It makes us believe that this
could be the year when PCA workers will finally be recognized for their continued hard work. This is why we will be
fighting so hard to get the PCA Rate Framework legislation
passed this session. The new framework will establish a
better method of determining rates for the PCA program,
leading to fairer pay for PCAs and in turn making it easier
to recruit and retain desperately needed PCA workers.
“If people with disabilities cannot get out of bed in the
morning, they're not going to be able to hold jobs, attend
day programs, or participate in the community,” said Jeff
Bangsberg, board chair of the Metropolitan Center for Independent Living. “The PCA Rate Framework would treat the

PCA program like other long-term care support programs
overseen by the MN Department of Human Services.”
The PCA Rate Framework would determine PCA rates
using a data-driven method, similar to the one already in
place for the DWRS (Disability Waiver Rate Service) program. The PCA Rate Framework introduces a new term
called the Competitive Workforce Factor, which considers
the wages of comparable occupations in the same market.
PCA reimbursement rates would be determined by collecting data on work experience requirements, pay rates and
provider reimbursement in programs with staff that perform functions similar to those required for PCAs.
In addition to providing a more appropriate method of
determining PCA reimbursement, the proposed legislation
would require the PCA program to be built into future state
budget forecasts, considering the need for annual inflation
increases. It also adds program integrity standards to ensure
the quality of PCA services and support best practices in
accounting, record keeping, and compliance.
It's important to note that the proposed PCA Rate Framework will apply to both the Traditional and PCA Choice
providers within the PCA program. Traditional providers

PCA program by the
numbers
• Minnesota’s Personal
Care Assistance (PCA)
program— accessed by
44,000 people—is one of
the most cost-effective
Medicaid programs in our
state, helping older adults
and people with disabilities live and work as independently as possible in
their communities.
• 61 percent of PCA
participants are people of
color or Native Americans,
and 37 percent are non-English speaking – making
the PCA program the most
diverse long term community-based service in our
state.
• Over the last 11 years,
the program’s reimbursement rate has only been
increased by $1.56 per
hour—an average increase
of less than 14 cents per
year.
• PCAs are the lowest
paid workers in the Home
and Community Based
Services workforce.
• The ultimate goal
would be for a data-driven
formula for reimbursement
for PCA services that is
reflective of the true cost
of providing quality PCA
services to be passed into
law during the 2020 session.
• The framework would use Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
information to establish a wage, add a competitive work force
factor, as well as percentages that reflect the costs for administering the PCA service and have the framework built into the
state budget forecast.
• The competitive workforce factor would be used to bring
wages more in line with other jobs in the economy that require
similar education, training and experience as PCA staff. The
framework would be rebased every two years through inflationary adjustments by updating the BLS coded every two years
starting in 2024, as well as by updating the competitive work
force factor every two years.
• The Competitive Workforce Factor is a new component
factor that increases the wage component based on the wages
of comparable occupations in the same market. The factor was
first passed during the 2019 legislative session and was approved
by CMS in December 2019. It is applied to most DWRS service
beginning in 2020.
• There is a substantial fiscal impact of implementing a personal care assistance rate framework that is equitable to other
home and community-based services and that provides a reasonable rate to cover the service. The cost of this investment
points to the stark funding disparity between personal
care assistance services and other home and community-based services over the past decade. Inflation and
shifting workforce demographics, mean that addressing
the disparate rate for this service becomes more costly
the longer it is delayed.
• The PCA Reform Coalition has also added PCA
program integrity standards for all provider agencies,
that will add value to Program participants, attract and
retain PCAs and ensure the sustainability of this crucial
service. Greater provider standards will reduce and prevent fraud, waste and abuse in the PCA program while
improving quality of service accessed by people with
disabilities and older adults.

Over the last
11 years, the
program’s reimbursement
rate has
only been
increased
by $1.56 per
hour—an
average increase of less
than 14 cents
per year.

are responsible for recruiting, hiring, scheduling and training PCAs. They are also required to supervise PCA staff
and must provide back-up PCAs for emergency situations.
PCA Choice providers, represented by the SEIU labor
agreement, handle the financial and supervisory aspects of
PCA employment and reimbursement, but PCA Choice
clients are responsible for hiring and training their own
PCA staff, including emergency back-up staff. This gives
PCA Choice clients more control, but many individuals are
either unable or do not have the time to do these activities
and therefore use Traditional rather than Choice agencies.
Both Traditional and Choice agencies receive the same reimbursement from the state, which is grossly inadequate. The
proposed PCA Rate Framework will begin to improve reimbursement for the PCA program, helping all clients who
rely on these vital services.
“We must acknowledge that being a personal care assistant is a necessary and valued career by creating a regularly
increasing, viable, livable wage and benefit potential for this
type of work,” said Dena Belisle, chair of the Minnesota
First Provider Alliance.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PCA shortages hits home for him
To Gov. Tim Walz,
My name is Jim Lovold and I am a disabled man with
spina bifida who relies on PCA services to get through
life every day. I am also a disability advocate. This is to
let you know another side of the PCA story. I know that
you recently did a walk through with the lieutenant governor with a recipient of the PCA services and their PCA.
I have another side of the story that doesn't get talked
about, of what happens when you don't have the services
to get you through the day or your life.
My adventure started on January 28, 2019 when I
needed to go to the hospital for an infection. I was in
the hospital for three weeks. I was discharged from the
hospital on February 22, 2019. When I was discharged
from the hospital, I did not have a PCA to help me with
my care when I was to be going home. I had worked on
this issue with a CADI waiver person and a few different
PCA agencies to see if we could find PCAs ready to work
when I get back home. No luck.
Because of having no PCA services I had to go to a
transitional care unit or TCU until I was able to find
PCAs to cover the shifts needed. That took about three
weeks to process. Everyone was working hard to get a
good situation going. Once everything was in place again

for me to go home, I went back home for 2 and one half
months. I left the TCU on March 13, 2019. That didn't
last long, again due to the PCA shortage.
PCAs were moving forward to making more money
leaving me without help again. May 28, 2019, I checked
into the emergency room at the hospital because of the
PCA shortage. That’s because you need to get to the
emergency room before you can just go to transitional
care because doctors’ orders are needed. I was there until
May 30, 2019 until another bed opened up back at the
TCU. I stayed at the TCU until June 4, 2019 again, until
I found help once again. This one being a better situation
for me anyway! End of the journey. Finally back home
where I belong.
Thank you, governor, for taking the time to read my
email on this very important subject affecting me and
several others out there. We really need to get this done
before me and others like me end up in NURSING
HOMES for life. Please let the pay rate happen sooner
than later! We need that pay raise capped off now. We
need to get the $15 per hour for the PCAs now.
Jim Lovold
Disability Advocate, St. Paul

Fight to keep program continues
Editor’s note: This is a follow-up from a January 2020 letter.
Many of you were willing to write letters of concern
to James Hereford, CEO of M Fairview Health about
your concerns regarding the planned closing of the
Minnesota Substance Use Disorder Program for Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Individuals. I would like to
request, that any of you who did write letters and mail
them to Mr. Hereford, that if willing, you would also
send your letter via email to Chris Hickman, System
Director, Behavioral Health and System Clinical
Integration, M Fairview Health. The email address is:
chickma1@fairview.org.
Additionally, I wanted to update you on the status
of our efforts to keep the Minnesota Substance Use
Disorder Program for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Individuals open. We recently met with Chris Hickman,
system director, Behavioral Health and System Clinical
Integration and Patty Moore, manager of Outpatient
Behavioral Clinics to discuss concerns about the plan to
close the program on February 10. The primary issue
of concern continues to be trying to admit deaf individuals who have Medicare and no additional private insurance and are not Medicaid eligible. Chris and Patty
indicated that they have tried to figure out how to get
around this issue and feel it is a federal problem that
needs to be resolved. If the Medicare issue could be
solved, the program would be able to continue because
that is the bulk of the clients being served. 1/3 of the
clients that come into the program are from Minnesota
and the remainder are from across the United States.
Currently, M Fairview Health still intends to close
the program on February 10. The medical center still
plans to continue to admit deaf and hard of hearing

individuals, but they would go into the hearing
program (Lodging Plus) and be provided interpreters.
During the meeting we talked about how
research shows that the use of interpreters when
providing clinical services to deaf and hard of hearing
individuals is much less effective than direct care from
professionals fluent in ASL. We stressed to them how
unique the deaf program is and how essential it is to
have a specialized treatment program when providing
accessible and equitable treatment.
We tried to educate Chris and Patty on the
challenges for deaf and hard of hearing clients who
are placed in hearing groups which may have up to 14
or more people in them. We explained that this can
be very fast paced and leave deaf and hard of hearing
people feeling lost, isolated and unsupported when
they don’t have peers that share their language and
culture. We talked about how this is going backwards
in time, and how unethical it is.
Although unwilling to discuss keeping the deaf
program separate at this time, Chris was willing to
discuss ways we could enhance the services for deaf
and hard of hearing individuals who would be placed in
the hearing program to better accommodate, serve and
provide equal access under ADA.
We will be having some community meetings to discuss next steps and how to deal with this situation. We
appreciate your ongoing support and help in keeping this
issue in the public eye. We have more than 6,200 signatures on the petition and hope you will continue to help
us spread the word. To add your signature and comments
to the petition, you can go to: http://chng.it/xQ6Lt2kd
Deb Gutmann, Ed. D.
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FROM OUR COMMUNITY

by Dawn Kovacovich, Hubbard County
Heartland Homes in Park Rapids. Up until then, Laura lived
My 28-year-old daughter, Laura Kovacovich, is a special
with us, her parents/guardians, in rural northern Hubbard
young woman who has asked me to share her point of view
County. During that time, we drove 50 miles, twice a day,
on what it means to be “fully integrated.” Laura was born
to meet the DAC bus so Laura could continue to work in
three months premature with multiple disabilities including
Park Rapids instead of remaining in isolation at home all day.
autism, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and severe vision and
When she was finally able to move into her new home, Laura
hearing loss.
truly felt like an independent adult. The house is fully staffed
She has an outstanding memory, and with one-to-one
in order to provide necessary support, supervision, and
paraprofessional support, Laura was able to successfully
transportation for its residents. But, just like any other adult
attend public school in a “fully integrated” setting with nonperson, having the choice and resources available to live indedisabled peers. At the time, my husband and I felt that this
pendently from one’s parents is a right that Laura feels every
model would provide Laura with the best education possible.
person with a disability should be allowed. It was a huge and
However, due to the severity of her anxiety and social limitaexciting step for her! She is part of the broader Park Rapids
tions, this would not have been possible without having onecommunity now and has formed very close attachments to
to-one paras who provided daily communication with us and
her housemates and caregivers.
stayed at Laura’s side to provide needed assistance.
Laura feels very strongly that people with disabilities
Many people think of integration only from the perspecshould have the right to choose their own home and work
tive of what they want for themselves. What they don’t
setting. This includes the right to live in an assisted living or
usually think about is what it might feel like to always be
group home facility for people with disabilities if that is the
in the minority. Our family observed how Laura absolutely
environment that best meets their needs. It also includes the
blossomed every year when she attended summer camp with
right to choose to work with other people with disabilities
other autistic children. She was in a setting that was strucin supported work settings or work centers for a special mintured to meet her individual needs, and with staff and peers
imum wage. This option will not prevent other individuals
who understood and even celebrated her unique behaviors.
with disabilities from working in less supported settings if
We began to rethink what integration really means. From
they have those capabilities but will accommodate people
Laura’s point of view, the “integration” the general public
who need this structure. She is extremely grateful to enjoy a
Laura Kovacovich
seems to want for her is to remain in the minority rather than
wonderful quality of life at this time and hopes that people
being a part of a majority of like-minded individuals.
will continue to honor her choices.
This position was firmly recognized when Laura started
working at the Hubbard County Developmental Achievement Center (DAC) and the
“Bearly Used Thrift Store” in Park Rapids.
After graduating, Laura was able to remain at
her high school for one more year as a student
worker. She loved her volunteer job in the
office, sorting and delivering staff mail. It gave
her a sense of purpose and she felt comfortable and happy.
However, when she started working in Park
Rapids a year later; for the first time in her
life, Laura was able to work in a setting where
Even year legislative sessions are known as “bonding” or “policy” sessions.
her like-minded peer group was the majority
Policy and bonding proposals are often the focus in even years because
and people without disabilities (her work supervisors) were the minority. She made close
the legislature is only required to pass a state budget in odd-years.
friends. She felt safe instead of vulnerable. She
Governor Walz and Lt. Governor Flanagan will release supplemental budget
did not feel overwhelmed or pressured. When
she needed help, it was immediately available.
recommendations sometime following the February forecast. Since people
She was encouraged to try a variety of jobs,
with disabilities are often directly impacted by State policy decisions, there
including rug making, filing, pricing, and
are several topics readers may want to follow. Stay tuned for forthcoming
shelving items. She chose the jobs she liked
best and was regularly assessed for producbudget announcements at https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/
tivity at those jobs so that she would receive
MNMMB/subscriber/new.
fair compensation for her work. There were
developmentally appropriate events, exercise
and creative opportunities and parties that
helped create a strong sense of community
Minnesota’s Personal Care Assistance (PCA)
reimbursement rate, with the goal of enabling
and belonging. Instead of coming home quiet
program supports people living in their homes,
providers to better recruit and retain PCA
and subdued, Laura literally bubbled over
with how much “I love my jobs!” every day.
so they can live more independently, work, and
workers.
She started playing games with peers and askparticipate
in
community
life.
Last
year,
about
ing to go on outings with others, which was a
Currently, PCA rates are lower than nearly every
44,000 people used the PCA program. Of those,
particularly remarkable step for Laura.
disability waiver service. A 2018 study conducted
In 2017, Laura held a sign that read “Handmore than 20,000 used solely PCA and did not
by the DHS and the Institute on Community
icapped Women Count!” and marched in the
use waiver services to supplement support needs.
Women’s March in Bemidji, joining thousands
Integration at the University of Minnesota found
of other women across the nation. Laura
Without PCA, people have the options of either
that PCA wages were lower than waiver day,
wasn’t marching just for the rights of women
relying
on
informal
networks
and
going
without
though, but for the rights of women with
residential, and unit-based services. The DHS will
cares or moving to less integrated, more costly
disabilities. She feels very strongly that she
be releasing a report to the legislature this month
should have the right to choose her living and
residential and institutional programs.
with recommendations about a new approach to
working space. It seems policymakers who
do not have disabilities have decided that it is
Stakeholders and legislators plan to once
PCA rates.
“isolating” and “segregating” to allow people
again pursue legislation to increase the PCA
with disabilities to live and work together.
They have created laws that prevent licensing
of assisted living facilities for the developmentally disabled, lean toward laws that push for
“fully integrated” competitive employment,
Governor Walz released his 2020 bonding
Minnesotans. The Homes for All Coalition is also
and have frozen the funding for group homes.
After the rally, Laura shared her story with
recommendations, in July 2019. Bonding proposal
proposing an investment of $300 million in bonding
the news media. She recognizes that without a
details
here:
https://mn.gov/mmb/budget/capitaldollars to support affordable housing statewide.
supported work setting, she would not be able
budget/current/
to work at all. There are simply no appropriate
State parks accessibility
settings and support systems in place in the
Affordable, Accessible Housing
general workforce that could meet her needs,
Stakeholders, advocates, and the Governor are
much less an environment where she could
This
session,
many
stakeholders
and
coalitions
are
proposing to invest in making Minnesota’s state
make real friends and feel safe.
advocating
for
investment
in
aff
ordable,
accessible,
park system is accessible to all Minnesotans.
Laura enjoys earning a paycheck at work
because it makes her feel like a productive
and inclusive housing projects and infrastructure.
Building on investments from the 2018 bill, the
adult. She has very minimal understanding
Governor
Walz
and
Lt.
Governor
Flanagan
propose
Governor and Lt. Governor propose improving
about finances and the monetary value of
investing $276 million, in safe and affordable
her paycheck means very little to her. Due
accessibility at William O’Brien State Park. The
to the severity of her disabilities, Laura has
housing projects. This funding would be directed
project is intended to showcase an example of
qualified for funding that provides for her
to
the
preservation
and
improvement
of
existing
comprehensive accessibility and to provide an
living expenses. Earning minimum wage is
not important to her but having a productive
affordable housing and creation of new homes for
accessible experience for all Minnesotans.
and meaningful job in a developmentally
appropriate setting is EXTREMELY important. She knows that if the 14(c) regulation
is eliminated, her quality of life will change
dramatically.
Because of a lack of fully supported housing
options for developmentally disabled individuals, Laura waited seven years for an opening at

State policy impacts on people with disabilities
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To find out more about disability benefits
call the Disability Hub at 1-866-333-2466
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Hard-won gains could all too easily be lost
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REGIONAL NEWS
MCIL grant project to address PCA shortage
Daring to “think big” to address factors behind a critical
statewide shortage of personal care assistants (PCA), the
Metropolitan Center for Independent Living (MCIL) applied for and received, a significant Community Innovation
Grant from the Bush Foundation. The $208,000 award
enables MCIL to deeply explore issues confronting the
direct care workforce shortage and to build upon Minnesota’s work thus far in advancing solutions to solve the PCA
worker shortage crisis.
“MCIL is committed to removing barriers and promoting choices to help people with disabilities live their
most independent lives,” said MCIL Executive Director
Bethke Gomez. “We are at the forefront of engagement
with the PCA workforce. Throughout Minnesota, those of
us concerned about this issue witness daily the impact of
the shortage on consumers and are mindful of the broader
long-term implications on an aging statewide population.
Our efforts will examine the importance of a third tier for
Minnesota’s PCAs, a PCA Certification built on a credit-based curriculum that leads to a livable wage and a way
forward that not only addresses the PCA worker shortage
crisis, but also creates a pathway to prosperity for people
who are PCAs.”
“With the population of Minnesotans age 65 or above
doubling to 1,262,000 by 2030, we must take this opportunity to work together toward a statewide solution
that will address the increasing need and provide more
Minnesotans a living wage in providing that vital support.”
Bethke Gomez said. “Answers will be found through engaging constituents, identifying needed changes in public
policy, advocacy, education, partnerships, innovation
and building upon work already underway. The Bush
Foundation Community Innovation Grant encourages
testing new solutions in addressing community challenges,
devising thoughtful, realistic plans and making a significant, sustainable difference. It encourages participants
to ‘Think bigger. Think differently.’ We embrace the
challenge and are immensely grateful for the Bush Foundation’s trust in our work.”
In March 2018, the Cross-Agency Direct Care and
Support Workforce Working Group hosted jointly by the
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) and
Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic
Development (DEED) submitted to the Olmstead Subcabinet a report that laid out a strategic vision for tackling
the crisis in the direct care support workforce. A member
of the Working Group and a technical writer for the 2018
Report, Bethke Gomez provided insight into crucial issues,
considerations behind the direct care workforce shortage,
and the impact on individuals with disabilities.

Ex-mayoral staffer alleges discrimination

A former employee of St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter
has filed a complaint with the Minnesota Department of
Human Rights has filed a complaint alleging discrimination
and a lack of accommodations. Hope Hoffman, 23, also
testified last month before a Minnesota Senate committee
along with others alleging work-related discrimination.
Hope Hoffman has spina bifida. She has trouble walking.
She is the daughter of Sen. John Hoffman (DFL-Champlain). At the hearing, the senator said he wants more
scrutiny of how people with disabilities are treated in the
workplace. He is introducing a bill this session centered on
disability accommodations in the workplace.
Hoffman worked for Carter for about five months as
a policy associate. She said she repeatedly asked for information about the amount of walking she’d have to do
for different aspects of her job. She wears a prosthetic on
her right leg, which was amputated two years ago, and a
brace on her left leg.

With support from the Bush Foundation Community
Innovation Grant, MCIL will provide leadership in addressing two key recommendations from the report: 1)
assess credit-based education and the value of additional
credentialing as part of the program that would enrich basic skills for direct care and support professionals and lead
to improved pay or career advancement, 2) provide tiered
credential options and career ladders for direct care and
support professionals.
“Now more than ever there is a sense of urgency to address Minnesota's PCA crisis and MCIL’s efforts to specifically solve this problem with its community and partners
appears creative and forward-thinking,” said Awale Osman, Bush Foundation Community Innovation Associate.
MCIL Board Chair Jeff Bangsberg, who also served as
a member of the Working Group, said, “The Working
Group’s report to the Olmstead Subcabinet brought a
much-needed spotlight to the direct care crisis across our
state. From rural communities to urban settings, the need
is great, and the barriers to success are high. With the
generous grant from the Bush Foundation Community Innovation Grant, as well as MCIL’s leadership and collaboration with our partners and policymakers, we’re determined
to bring credible solutions.”
“Addressing wage disparity, along with education,
enticement to join the direct care workforce, and retention efforts are paramount,” said Bangsberg. “We look
forward to working on these difficult matters over the
next two years and creating a more promising future for
members of the disability community and those who
provide direct care services.”
(Source: MCIL)
“After my request was ignored my managers’ treatment
changed towards me and the kinds of work I was asked
to do changed,” Hoffman said. “I was asked to clean up
conference tables with trays and pictures they knew I
couldn’t carry and then embarrassed me in front of other
employees, berating me to ask them for help.”
Hoffman said she took her concerns directly to Carter,
who told her he’d look into it. But the lack of follow up
was a frustration. She resigned in October 2019 and last
month filed a discrimination complaint with the Minnesota Department of Human Rights.
Sen Jim Abeler (R-Anoka) apologized for the problems
Hope Hoffman and others raised at the hearing.
Carter said he has asked for the city’s human rights staff
to launch a third-party investigation into Hope Hoffman’s
situation. “I’m disheartened our efforts to ensure Ms. Hoffman’s success were not enough to make her feel supported,” he said in a statement.
Hoffman spent three years as an appointee of the gover-

nor’s Young Women’s Cabinet. She has long had an interest
in public policy.
But at St. Paul City Hall, Hoffman dealt with situations
where there wasn’t accessible parking and where she lacked
clear directions to find Carter. She asked her manager,
Cherisse Turner, for help and was told by Turner to “use
Google earth” to find accessible parking. She also asked
about events that didn’t require much walking. The working relationship between her and Turner deteriorated.
Hoffman filed a workplace conduct complaint against
Turner in October 2019. The city’s Human Resource staff
responded by saying that while Hoffman’s complaint didn’t
warrant an investigation, but also said her bosses didn’t do
enough to address the requests for accommodations.
The mayor’s office has countered that Hoffman was issued a government placard that granted her special parking
privileges on the job. She was allowed to park in one of two
spots at City Hall that were reserved for the mayor. She
was also given a computer tablet that was easier to carry
and allowed her to work from home occasionally.
The city contends that Hoffman also received information about how to formally request accommodations for
her disability. But that did not happen until she was on the
brink of resigning. The city’s accommodation coordinator
attached the proper forms to a letter October 15, a month
after Hoffman’s first request.
(Sources: WCCO-TV, Star Tribune)

Parking spot spat leads to assault

A New Hope man is charged with assault after he
allegedly used a tire iron to strike a man who confronted
him for illegally parking in a disability spot. Stephen Todey,
24, was charged with third-degree assault in January.
The incident occurred in Brooklyn Park. According to a
criminal complaint, Brooklyn Center police responded to
a Walgreens after an assault was reported. Upon arrival,
officers talked with a man who was covered in blood and
had multiple facial injuries to his face.
The man told police he'd been at a nearby veterans’ club
with his girlfriend, who has multiple sclerosis. They then
went to Walgreens and tried to park in a disability-signed
spot but instead found a vehicle parked there without the
required placard.
The victim told police he got out of the vehicle and
confronted the driver of the parked vehicle, who was later
identified as Todey. The two started arguing. Todey then
grabbed a tire iron from his vehicle and struck the victim
with it. Todey also punched, kicked and stomped on the
victim.
The victim was taken to a hospital and diagnosed with
a nasal bone fracture and a traumatic brain injury that
caused him to temporarily lose consciousness. He has other
contusions and minor injuries, the complaint states.
Police reviewed surveillance video, which corroborated
the victim's statements, and later tracked Todey down. He
has made his first court appearance.
(Source: KSTP-TV)

State employment program criticized

A state hiring program designed to reverse Minnesota’s historically low rate of employment of people with
disabilities has fallen short of expectations. Claims have
been made of mismanagement and lack of coordination
between agencies.
In October 2016, then-Gov. Mark Dayton unveiled
Connect 700. The program was hailed as an innovative
way to give individuals with disabilities a greater role
in state government by granting them early preference
during the hiring process for hundreds of state jobs.
Applicants could bypass the normal, competitive interviewing process, provided they meet the minimum job
requirements and could demonstrate their ability to perform the tasks by working up to 700 hours on the job.
REGIONAL NEWS To page 15

BDC MANAGEMENT CO. MAY BE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
for our accessible waiting lists at the following affordable communities

We may be accepting applications for our large number of mobility impaired
accessible units. Please call us for more information.

Albright Townhomes
Minneapolis
Cornerstone Creek Apartments Golden Valley
(for developmentally disabled individuals)
Diamond Hill Townhomes
Minneapolis
Elliot Park Apartments
Minneapolis
Franklin Lane Apartments
Anoka
Hanover Townhomes
St. Paul
Hopkins Village Apartments Hopkins
Village Apartments
Hopkins
Lincoln Place Apartments
Mahtomedi
Olsoºn Towne Homes
Minneapolis
Park Plaza Apartments
Minneapolis
Prairie Meadows
Eden Prairie
Raspberry Ridge
Hopkins
Slater Square Apartments
Minneapolis
Talmage Green
Minneapolis
Trinity Apartments
Minneapolis
Unity Place
Brooklyn Center
Vadnais Highlands
Vadnais Heights
Housing for Veterans at risk of homelessness
Veteran's East Apartments
Minnneapolis
Veteran's & Community Housing Minnneapolis

612-824-6665
763-231-6250

1 BR
1 & 2 BR

612-736-9341
612-338-3106
763-427-7650
651-292-8497
952-938-5787
952-938-5787
651-653-0640
612-377-9015
612-377-3650
952-941-5544
952-933-3260
612-340-1264
612-623-0247
612-721-2252
763-560-7563
651-653-0640

2 & 3 BR
2 BR
1 & 2 BR
1 BR
1 & 2 BR
1 & 2 BR
2 BR
1 BR
1 & 2 BR
2 & 3 BR
1 BR
EFF & 1BR
2 BR
1 BR (sr)
2 BR
3 BR

612-208-1712
612-333-0027

EFF
EFF
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Going to the capitol and meeting with state lawmakers
are key steps in getting a message across and communicating needs for Minnesota’s disability community. Many
events are planned during the 2020 legislative session.
Here are a few:
Disability Advocacy Day at the Capitol is sponsored by
several organizations. Events start at 9 a.m. Tuesday, February 25, with time to create posters and share resources
in the Minnesota Department of Transportation cafeteria. A 10 a.m. policy overview session and brief self-advocacy training will follow.
At 10:30 a.m. the group will walk and roll to the
capitol, for an 11 a.m. rally in the rotunda. Hear from
legislative leaders from around the state about their work
with the community and policy ideas for this upcoming
session, cheer for advocates who will share personal experiences, and learn how sharing one’s story can be an effective tool in lobbying for legislation.
The rally is followed by meetings with legislators,
which event organizers can help set up.
This year’s Disability Advocacy Day emphasis is on the
community’s shared values and the political power the
community has when everyone shows up and advocates
together to promote equity and belonging in their community. Disability rights as human rights is a key focus.
All are welcome but participants need to register, especially if accommodations are needed or help is needed
to schedule meetings with legislators. Visit https://bit.
ly/2QUWwPW
Disability Services Day at the Capitol for 2020 is
Tuesday, March 10. Organizing is led by the groups
ARRM and MOHR, along with a host of sponsors. More
than 1,000 direct care staff, managers, family members
and people who receive home and community-based
services rally together at the capitol to make their voices
heard. The rally is at 10 a.m.
Staff will be on hand starting at 8:30 a.m. in room
500S of the State Office Building, so that attendees have
a space to relax between legislative meetings, get extra
packets or buttons or have a spot to eat a bag lunch.
ARRM and MOHR can also offer help with setting up
legislative meetings. If there is a major hearing on March
10, attendees can also witness that.
Go to www.arrm.org or www.mohrmn.org for additional details.

2020 SESSION
From page 1

fessionals, so that they can help people live active lives. “It
will be a loss to Minnesota if we don’t take advantage of
what people with disabilities have to offer.”
Public testimony at MCD’s event gave a snapshot of the
many challenges Minnesotans with disabilities face as they
seek affordable housing, access to healthcare and needed
medications. One repeated concern is the complexity of
using waivered services. One theme woven throughout
testimony on various issues is that of isolation, caused by
lack of support staff, less-than-ideal living situations and
in a few cases, inability to have an emotional support animal.
One focus during testimony at the MCD event was on
abuse of people with disabilities. One woman describes
how she still has PTSD from past abuse at a group home.
“I don’t deserve to live like this … there’s no justice for

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Rallies, advocacy days help get community’s message across

Self-advocates gathered with Gov. Tim Walz prior to the start of the 2020 legislative session.
The 2020 Mental Health Day on the Hill is Thursday,
March 12. It is sponsored by several mental health advocacy organizations. Advocate for children and adults
living with mental illnesses and their families.
Buses from around the state will arrive at 9:30 a.m.
for an informational briefing and leave by 2:30 p.m. It is
a whirlwind day with meetings with state lawmakers, an
information session and a rally at the capitol at 11 a.m.
Participants are encouraged to bring their lunches and
then meet with legislators between noon-2 p.m.
Pickup locations for people around the state are listed
at www.eventbrite.com/e/2020-mental-health-day-on-the-

hill-tickets-90327043619
Contact Sam Smith at 651-645-2948 ext. 107 or at
ssmith@namimn.org with questions.
The Minnesota Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities (MNCCD) typically sponsors Tuesdays at the Capitol. These events can be superseded by larger rallies but
are typically held 9:30-11 a.m. in the Minnesota Department of Transportation cafeteria. The Tuesday events
are often sponsored by specific groups, which bring their
members to lobby and meet with legislators.
To find out about Tuesdays and other events, go to
www.mnccd.org

people like me.”
Another focus was transportation. Some speakers
described long delays and detours with Metro Mobility,
saying the lack of consistent schedules has caused them to
lose jobs and miss out of volunteer opportunities.
Legislators who spoke at the MCD Legislative Forum
on Disability said they will do what they can to support
the community this session. “We cannot allow the Minnesota Legislature to continue to balance the budget on the
backs of the disability community,” said Rep. Jack Considine, Jr. (DFL-Mankato). “We are in a crisis.”
Considine spoke of the need to increase caregiver wages, saying the issue of higher wages shouldn’t be a partisan
one. “There’s culpability on both sides,” he said. “We’ve
kept people in servitude.”
He described a situation where a 17-year-old woman
with multiple sclerosis is living in a nursing home due to
a lack of support staff. “That should be an embarrassment

for the whole state.,”
Legislators also spoke on the need for public facilities
access, including a focus on the MCD push for state parks
access. (See related story on page one.) Another focus is
on transportation and paratransit improvements. Additional support for paratransit serviced and for continuing
to push for self-driving vehicles are issues that will get
attention this session. Self-driving or autonomous vehicles
could be an answer for Greater Minnesota communities
that lack paratransit services. “It’s time to step up on
transit and transportation,” said Rep. Raymond Dehn
(DFL-Minneapolis).
Several state lawmakers told those present that they
need to be involved with legislative issues this session.
“Make sure you express what the most important things
to you are,” said Sen. Jeff Hayden (DFL-Minneapolis).
Legislative stories in this issue were prepared by Managing
Editor Jane McClure.

BONDING
From page 3

Enriching Lives

PATAGONIA VISUAL SOLUTIONS

and ancillary space for the Child
and Adolescent Behavioral Health
Services facility in Willmar. It
is a 16-bed inpatient psychiatric
hospital for children and
adolescents in Willmar. The project
was funded by state lawmakers in
2017 for its facility. The current
request would provide grounds
improvement as well as needed
rehabilitative recreational space.
The Willmar facility is an
inpatient psychiatric hospital for
children and adolescents who need
crisis stabilization, comprehensive
assessment and intensive
treatment for complex mental
health conditions. Many patients
engage in physically aggressive
and destructive behaviors, and
their treatment needs exceed the
capacities of their families and
other community providers. Work
on the 18,000 square foot, 16-bed
hospital which was funded by a
Seats were reserved at the Minnesota Council on Disability forum.
$7.53 million appropriation in the
2017, continues. That appropriation
Department of Human Services’ Cambridge campus is an
allowed DHS to begin work on the facility.
underutilized asset with a complex history. This proposal
A $1.2 million request is for predesign for the DHS
seeks funding to conduct a predesign to eliminate the
Cambridge campus, with the goal of eliminating a
centralized power plant and tie into municipal utilities.
campus power plant and instead tying into municipal
Both the Cambridge and Willmar requests are
facilities. The Cambridge campus is a 63 acre site
recommended for full funding by Walz.
within Cambridge, Minnesota, with eight residential
Read more about bonding requests at https://mn.gov/
cottages and several support buildings. Currently, there
mmb-stat/documents/budget/capital-budget/
are no inpatient programs operating on the site. The

651-644-9770
www.handimedical.com
Professionals who can assist
you in selection:
Mobility
Respiratory Care
Specialty Beds & Mattresses
Bathroom Safety
Catheters & Continence
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Experiences &
adventures for
all abilities

• Summer, Day & Winter Camp
• true StriDeS therapy horSeS
• team QueSt
Camp Courage
Maple Lake

Camp Friendship
Annandale

Camp eden Wood
Eden Prairie

Camp Courage north
Lake George
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State council forum drew a large crowd

Mark Hughes testified about paratransit problems.

952.852.0101 | truefriends.org

Residential and outpatient
substance use treatment
for adults with TBI,
cognitive deficits
or multiple
disabilities.

Testimony included attention to issues
affecting the blind.

763.479.3555 | VinlandCenter.org

Gov. Tim Walz speaks with MCD Executive
Director Joan Willshire.

People and service dogs lined up during for public testimony.

Be part of our

Directory of
Organizations

Next edition: APRIL 2020
Call 651-644-2133 to be included!
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PEOPLE & PLACES
Keach takes helm at Handi Medical Supply

Troy Keach

Mike Bailey

Handi Medical Supply, Inc. has named Troy Keach as
the new president and CEO effective January 6. Company owner/founder Mary Benhardus said, “I’m delighted to welcome Troy as our new President and CEO. He
is an experienced CEO with more than 20 years proven
leadership in healthcare organizations. The Handi Medical Supply team and I are confident that Troy has the
ability to further advance our organization into the vision of our customers, team members and shareholders.”
Keach has previously led healthcare teams at Minnesota Eye Consultants, Mayo Clinic, Allina Healthcare
and Fairview/HealthEast systems.
Keach will succeed Mike Bailey who is relocating to
Arizona. Troy says, “I am honored to join the Handi
Medical team at an exciting time in the company’s
growth and look forward to leveraging the strengths of
this organization to best meet the needs of our future
customers.”
He will be responsible for all of Handi Medical’s business interests which include operations in the Twin Cities, Coon Rapids and Mankato. He has a proven track

record as an innovative management strategist demonstrating success within our complex healthcare markets.
Keach’s healthcare and business acumen, integrity, passion for securing customer loyalty, and commitment to
building strong teams are important qualities that were
considered by the search team.
Keach holds a Bachelor of Science degree and a master’s degree of education and professional Development
from the University of Wisconsin, La Crosse.
Bailey leaves Handi after 15 years, seven as CEO. He
is leaving the company and relocating from the upper
Midwest to Arizona to be closer to family.
“I love this job, I love this company and I am proud
of what we’ve accomplished here,” he told HME News,
“but I love my family more.”
Bailey, who has been in the home medical equipment industry since 1983 and describes his move as a
break but not a retirement. During his years at Handi
the company was honored with a Best HME Provider
award.

Be part of our

Directory of
Organizations

Next edition: APRIL 2020
Call 651-644-2133 to be included!
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OPPORTUNITIES
Income tax filing help available
Ready, set, file. Minnesota taxpayers
can begin filing their state and federal
income tax returns. Taxpayers have until
Wednesday, April 15 to file and pay state
and federal income taxes.
The Minnesota Department of Revenue
offers tips to income tax filers as they
prepare to file their taxes:
•Help may be available for free tax return
filing and preparation, if adjusted gross
income is $69,000 or less. Thousands of
eligible Minnesota taxpayers qualify to file
electronically for free. Use the links on the
department website to see about qualifying
for free state and federal income tax filing.
Minnesota has more than 200 free tax
preparation sites available through the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)
and AARP Tax-Aide programs. Most sites
are open February 1 through April 15. The
department website posts information to
help taxpayers find sites near their homes.
•File electronically and choose direct
deposit. Electronically filing returns and
choosing direct deposit for refunds is the
most secure and convenient way to file
taxes and get a refund. Learn more about
electronic filing options and the benefits of
choosing direct deposit.
•Check for accuracy when preparing
forms. Enter name and any dependent’s

SPECIAL EVENTS
Research dinner on mental illnesses
NAMI Minnesota (National Alliance on Mental Illness) and the University
of Minnesota will host the 17th Annual Research Dinner Wed, Feb. 26
at Delta Hotels by Marriott Mpls Northeast, 1330 Industrial Blvd. NE,
Mpls. Tickets can now be purchased. Researchers from the University
of Minnesota will present findings on how can positive psychology
interventions benefit treatment for first episode psychosis, psychosis
across the lifespan, and engineering brain networks to treat mental
health disorders. The event is approved for 1.5 CEUs by the Minnesota
Board of Social Work. Seating begins at 5:30 p.m. Dinner and program
starts at 6 p.m. FFI: 651-645-2948, namimn.org
Retirement celebration
A man who has helped many people with disabilities find employment is
retiring. Steve Kuntz, the 2010 Access Press Charlie Smith Award winner,
has worked at Goodwill/Easter Seals and TBI Metro Services (for what
is now Opportunity Partners). He is currently a program specialist in
rehabilitation services in the Minnesota Department of Employment and
Economic Development (DEED), working out of the North Minneapolis
office. He will be honored 1-4 p.m. Tuesday, March 3 at CareerForce
Minneapolis North, 800 W. Broadway Ave., Mpls. A program is planned at
2 p.m. All are welcome. FFI: Chris McVey, chris.mcvery@state.mn.us

ADVOCACY
Networking and support
The Autism Society of Minnesota (AuSM) Professional Networking Group
meetings bring together mental health professionals who provide
support to individuals on the autism spectrum together to learn. Each
meeting will focus on a topic, such as therapeutic alliance, support
services, or other problem-solving challenges. An AuSM counseling
and consulting services staff member will present a case example and
then facilitate an open group discussion for sharing relevant cases.
Troubleshoot challenges and learn from other professionals. All meetings
are held from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at AuSM's office, 2380 Wycliff St. #102, St.
Paul. Upcoming dates include March 23. RSVP. FFI: autismcounseling@
ausm.org, 651-647-1083

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Autism web portal is updated
A new look and a new navigational feel are features of the Minnesota
Autism Resource Portal (www.mn.gov/autism). The redesigned site will
better equip communities, parents, self-advocates and professionals

names, exactly as they appear on Social
Security cards, Individual Taxpayer
Identification Number (ITIN) cards or letters.
Double-check bank routing and account
numbers used on tax forms for direct
deposit. Incorrect information on tax forms
can result in refund delays.
•Save receipts and other tax-related
documents. If certain deductions or credits
are claimed, be sure to include all required
documentation when filing and save copies
in case it is needed for future reference.
•File state and federal return by the April 15
due date, even if more money is owed than
can be paid. Pay as much as possible by the
due date and contact state and federal officials
as soon as possible to set up a payment
agreement for the remaining balance.
Include proper banking information on
electronically filed returns to make the
payment or pay electronically with the
state’s e-Services Payment System. Specify
when the payment will be taken from a
checking or savings account in advance or
on the due date.
After tax forms are filed:
•Refunds can be tracked by using
the state’s Where’s My Refund? system.
Taxpayers may track which of the four
stages the refund is in and whether action
must be taken to allow the state to complete

with information and tools about Autism Spectrum Disorder and its
impact on family life, education and work in Minnesota. Key portal
features include a resource map showing locations of ASD evaluation
and intervention providers throughout Minnesota; videos that raise
awareness and understanding of ASD and services available, including
real Minnesota families from African American, American Indian, Hmong,
Latino and Somali communities talking about their journeys from
receiving a diagnosis to accessing services and supports and a resource
list with links to topics such as health care, screening and diagnosis,
research, intervention services and other supports.
The site is part of a joint effort by multiple state agencies (the Minnesota
Departments of Human Services, Education, Health, and Employment
and Economic Development). The Institute on Community Integration at
the University of Minnesota is a key partner, along with the Minnesota
Department of Information Technology.
Family course on mental illnesses
NAMI Minnesota (National Alliance on Mental Illness) offers a free
educational course that helps families gain a greater understanding of
mental illness, discuss resources, build communication skills, reduce
stress and find support. More than 4,000 Minnesota families have
benefited from this course. Join others for this series taught by family
members who have walked the walk. The Family-to-Family course
meets weekly for eight weeks on Tues, 6-8:30 p.m. Feb. 18 to April 7, at
Bethlehem Lutheran Church, 4100 Lyndale Ave S., Mpls. Preregistration
required. FFI: Bruce, 307-250-0211
Apply for Project KITE
Project KITE is a series of five free workshops that travels to Minnesota
locations. These workshops bring together education professionals and
the parents of children with whom they work. Through collaborative
trainings, teams learn about assistive technology designed to enhance
learning and increase inclusion of students with disabilities.
Three separate teams with three members per team are needed to make
a complete application. Teams must be from a similar geographic area.
Each single team is built around a focus child (aged 3-8) and consists of
a parent of a child with special needs, a classroom teacher and a related
service provider working with the child. Service providers can include
special education teachers, paraprofessionals, speech therapists,
occupational therapists and others. Each team member must apply
individual. Deadline is Sat, Feb. 22. FFI: 952-838-9000, www.pacer.org

Workshops are offered throughout the state, with some workshops
available online. Advance registration is required for all workshops. At
least 48 hours’ notice is needed for interpretation. Many workshops are
live-streamed. Check out PACER’s website and link to the newsletter
of statewide workshops that allows participants to pick and choose
sessions designed for their needs. FFI: 952-838-9000, www.pacer.org
Housing: Starting the Journey: How do we start? (Step 1) is 6:30-9 p.m.
Tue, Feb. 18 at PACER Center. Help adult children get started with their
vision for community living, housing, and services. An overview of
housing and service options will be provided. Registration recommended
for all three workshops in the Housing: Starting the Journey series (Tue
2/18, Mon 3/2, Mon 3/16).
An Exploration of Augmentative and Alternative Communication Devices
and Tools is 2-3:30 p.m. Tue, Feb. 18 at PACER Center. Augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) tools can help individuals express
thoughts, wants, needs and more. The workshop will introduce AAC and
explore the range of AAC tools available.
'Appy Hour': Apps that Support Independence for Vision Loss is 3-4
p.m. Wed, Feb 19 at PACER Center. The workshop will provide an
overview of apps that support independence for individuals who are
blind or low vision. The ABCs of the IEP: Making the Individualized
OPPORTUNITIES To page 13

Follow us ONLINE!

PACER workshop sampling
PACER Center offers many useful free or low-cost workshops and other
resources for families of children with any disabilities. Workshops are
at PACER Center, 8161 Normandale Blvd., Bloomington, unless specified.

Comment on regional access plan
The Metropolitan Council has
completed a comprehensive selfevaluation of the accessibility of its
services and facilities, as required
by the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). The council
is the regional policy-making body,
planning agency, and provider of
essential services for the Twin Cities
metropolitan region.
Council staff worked with JQP
Inc. in 2019 to conduct site reviews
of all public and support facilities,
including office buildings, parkand-ride facilities, transit centers,
wastewater treatment plants and
light rail stations.
In addition to evaluating
facilities, several listening sessions

the processing for a refund.
•Moving after a return is filed? Make
sure state and federal officials are contact,
so that responses including refund checks
can go to the proper address. This should
be done even if a taxpayer asks for direct
deposit. Call 651-296-3781 or 1-800-6529094 (toll-free) to report address changes to
state officials.
•Do not spend a refund until the money
appears in a bank account. Returns may take
longer to process because of the increase in
attempted refund fraud due to scams, stolen
personal information, and identity theft. The
department will take the time necessary to
review returns to make sure it is keeping
money out of the hands of criminals.
•Wait to track your Property Tax Refund.
Many taxpayers file their property tax
returns at the same time as their income tax
returns. By law, state officials cannot begin
processing Property Tax Refunds before
July 1. Check back later this year for updates
on current year Property Tax Refunds.
Get the latest news and updates from
the Minnesota Department of Revenue
by following the department on Facebook
and Twitter or by signing up for its email
subscription list. Go to www.revenue.state.
mn.us for details.

were held with people who have
disabilities. Several hundred staff and
community members were surveyed
for input.
The results were used to create
a required ADA transition plan that
documents actions that will be taken
to remove barriers. This plan will be
updated annually. The public may
review and comment on the draft
ADA Transition Plan by February 21.
Comments can be mailed
to Metropolitan Council Public
Information, 390 Robert St. N., St.
Paul, MN 55101.
Email comments may be directed
to public.info@metc.state.mn.us.
Record a comment on the public
comment line, at 651.602.1500 (TTY

651.291.0904)
Review the plan at metrocouncil.
org/About-Us/What-We-Do/Officeof-Equal-Opportunity/Accessibility/

www.pinterest.com/accesspress

www.facebook.com/accesspress

www.twitter.com/accesspress

ENJOY!
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Steps for Autism in Minnesota
Get those walking or wheeling shoes
and sign up for Steps for Autism in
Minnesota, 8:30-11 a.m. Sun, March 1
at Southdale Center, Edina. Join the
Autism Society of Minnesota (AuSM)
for the 20th annual community
fundraiser featuring the state’s largest
annual autism resource fair and the
AuSM Flash Dash, an all ages and
abilities quick walk. Participants can
assemble a fundraising team. Prizes
offered for reaching set fundraiser
levels. Create a special page on
RunSignUp with the AuSM Flash
Dash added to the registration.
Thanks to a generous autism
community supporter, individual and
team donations collected for Steps
for Autism will be matched up to
$20,000. FFI: www.ausm.org

link at the bottom of the page. Assistive
listening devices, induction loop system,
Braille programs and sensory tours
available upon request. Discounts
available. FFI: 612-874-0400, www.
childrenstheatre.org
Access Press wants your events
Access Press wants to hear from
disability community groups and
arts and entertainment organizations
offering accessible events, for the
Enjoy! page. The page listings include
galas, banquets, fundraisers, walks and
runs, open houses and other events
held by disability service organizations.
Arts organizations hosting accessible
performances or performances or exhibit
by people with disabilities are also
welcome. All items submitted must be
open to the public.
Submissions require complete
information, such as time, date and
place. Also needed are the type or types
of accommodations offers, ticket costs
and other means of communication.
Most helpful are phone numbers and a
general website address. Our policy is to
limit to two means of communication for
further details.
Questions? Call Managing Editor Jane
McClure at 651-644-2133 or email jane@
accesspress.org. Submissions may go to
Jane or to our general mailbox, access@
accesspress.org

Arc annual gala
The Arc Minnesota’s annual Gala
is Sat, March 7th at Renaissance
Minneapolis Hotel, The Depot. This
year’s theme, With Our Voices!
focuses on increasing the services
and supports that can be provided
individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities and their
families. Tickets and sponsorships
available. FFI: www.arcminnesota.org

AUSM

Save the date for PACER
PACER Center’s annual gala always
features a well-known performer
and 2020 is no exception. Guests
Find arts activities
will spend the evening of April 25
Looking for a play, concert or musical
being entertained by Motown legend
with accommodations? Minnesota
Smokey Robinson, who has been
Access Alliance, which is affiliated with
called the reigning genius of Top
the Minnesota State Arts Board, has an
40 and America’s greatest living
online calendar listing online activities.
songwriter.” He is best known for
Find the calendar and other resources at
more than 30 chart-topping hits,
www.mnaccess.org
including “Tears of a Clown,” “You’ve
The Enjoy! Calendar will be evolving.
Really Got a Hold on Me” and “I
Questions can be directed to Managing
Second That Emotion,” all performed
Editor Jane McClure at jane@
in his amazing high tenor voice.
accesspress.org
The spectacular evening celebrates
There won't be hoof prints but activities like these are supported by Steps for Autism.
PACER’s work on behalf of families
A few tips
Details are on this page.
of children with disabilities and all
Here’s a few tips for arts lovers with
students who are bullied. It includes
disabilities, especially as some families
delicious food, live ands silent auctions
plan to attend holiday shows. Make
James J. Hill House, 240 Summit Ave., St. Paul, offers a
and more., Tickets start at $75. FFI: www.pacer.org
reservations as early as possible and confirm that the
sensory-based tour designed for people with memory loss
accommodation needed is available at the time and
and their caregivers. Each themed tour, usually an hour or
Bakken Museum Sensory Friendly Sunday
date desired. Ask about the run time of a show, so that
less, highlights three rooms and is followed by an optional
Bakken Museum, 3537 Zenith Ave S, Mpls. offers Sensory
transportation or a pickup time may be scheduled.
social time until 11:30 a.m. with pastries and coffee. Private
Friendly Sundays, 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. the second Sun of
group tours available for care facilities. Next tour Tue,
every month. Next date March 8 and April 12. The days
Plan for parking and any walking distance to and from the
March 3. Free but reservations required. FFI: 651-297allow people with autism spectrum disorders and sensory
venue if plans are made to drive there.
2555, www.mnhs.org
processing differences to have an enjoyable and interactive
It’s always OK to ask if an accommodation can be offered,
learning experience in a comfortable and accepting
if one has not been advertised. Again, it’s best to make a
Open Flow Forum
environment. Events will include modified programming for
request as far in advance as possible.
The Artists with Disabilities Alliance meets the first Thu of
diverse sensory needs and specialized staff training. Bakken
the month, 7-9 p.m. at Walker Community Church, 3104
Museum is the world's only library and museum devoted
16th Ave. S., Mpls. Upcoming date March 5. Join artists
to medical electricity. Its SF program was developed in
with disabilities and supporters to share visual art, writing,
consultation with AuSM. The museum will continue be
music, theater and artistic efforts or disability concerns.
open to the general public from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sun.
Informal, fragrance-free, with shared refreshments.
Activities are free with museum admission, which starts
Facilitators are Dan Reiva, Tara Innmon, Andy Sturdevant
at $10 for adults and includes discounts for children and
and Kip Shane. The church is fully accessible. Anyone
seniors. FFI: www.thebakken.org
needing special accommodations should contact
Springboard for the Arts, 651-294-0907. Springboard
Gallery tours in ASL
took over the forum from VSA Minnesota and will be
Walker Art Center, 725 Vineland Place, Mpls, offers free
distributing the Open Flow notices and Artists’ Pipeline
gallery tours in ASL. FFI: 612-375-7564, www.walkerart.
newsletter this fall. Current subscribers will still get
org/calendar/2020/gallery-tours-in-asl
information. There may be some small format changes to
the look of the newsletter, but otherwise, it will cover the
Science Museum Sensory Friendly Sundays
same news and information about artists with disabilities
Science Museum of Minnesota, 120 Kellogg Blvd. W., St.
and making the arts accessible to people with disabilities.
Paul, hosts Sensory Friendly Sundays, 9 a.m. Sun, Feb. 16
Submit listings via the Springboard for the Arts website, or
and March 13. Early access to galleries, and a lights-up,
Now – Feb 16
by emailing resources@springboardforthearts.org
sounds-down Omnitheater show, which starts at 9 a.m.
by HEATHER RAFFO
Tickets $8.95 to $24.95. Discounts for individuals, families
directed by TAIBI MAGAR
Twelfth Night
and groups with limited incomes and free for working
Guthrie Theater presents Shakespeare’s story of how love
direct support staff when visiting with a client. Other tools
is worth fighting for story of fragile illusions in a Southern
for making a museum visit successful for visitors with
family, at Guthrie Theater, Wurtele Thrust Stage, 818 2nd
autism and other sensory processing issues include preSt. S., Mpls. Show runs Feb. 8-March 22. Ask about nights
visit social narratives available for download online, SF
with accommodations and sensory tours. Tickets 425-$79,
companion scripts for Omnitheater films, noise-dampening
reduced to $25 for OC patrons. FFI: 612-377-2224, www.
headphones, SF visitors’ guide, and a renovated wellness
guthrietheater.org
room designed to give visitors a private, out-of-the-way
space to nurse a child, pray or simply recharge away from
Spamtown USA
the hustle and bustle of a busy museum. Located on
Children’s Theatre Company presents the story of
Level 4 near the Native American exhibition, the room is
Feb 8 – March 22
the 1980s Hormel strike and its impact on children
outfitted with soft lighting, a door that locks, a changing
by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
whose families were involved, at Children’s Theatre
table, rocking chair, and other seating. Ask at the exhibits
directed by
Company, 2400 3rd Ave. S., Mpls. AD and ASL offered
entrance for sound dampening headphones, a timer, or a
TOM QUAINTANCE
7 p.m. Fri, March 13. SF offered 7 p.m. Fri, April 3. Ask
kit containing headphones, fidgets, gloves, and sunglasses.
about accommodations for SF performances if special
It is available to visitors on a first-come, first-served basis.
assistance or a buffer seat is needed, call 612-874-0400
The program was created in consultation with the Autism
or email access@childrenstheatre.org. For pre-visit
Sponsored by
Society of Minnesota (AusM). FFI: 651-221-9444 or 800resources, go to www.childrenstheatre.org/plan/sensory221-9444, www.smm.org
friendly-programming. Children’s Theatre Company uses
dynamic ticket pricing. To reserve ASL/AD seating, visit
612.377.2224 • accessibility@guthrietheater.org
Tour for People with Memory Loss
https://my.childrenstheatre.org and click on the ASL or AD
At 10 a.m. on the first Tue of every month the historic
www.guthrietheater.org/access

Noura

Twelfth
Night
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Financial and transportation barriers prevent people
with disabilities from accessing the arts. But arts organization face their own unique challenges in terms of funding
and in encouraging participation.
Changes are coming in the way the Twin Cities area
disability community is involved in the arts. The Metropolitan Regional Arts Council (MRAC) is developing
a new grant program to replace the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) Access Improvement Grants that
VSA Minnesota offered for a decade. Guidelines will be
announced soon, with applications due March 30. The
council is also casting an eye toward community needs
as arts funding and support are in transition.
VSA Minnesota, the state organization on arts and disability, closed in fall 2019. It administered the program
using MRAC dollars.
“We’re taking this moment, built on the foundation
that VSA started a decade ago, to recalibrate how we
approach this work. The process for developing this
new accessibility program involves research about what
the disability community needs to access the arts, and
imagining various scenarios for how resources can be
distributed to reach this goal,” said MRAC Accessibility
Program Director Scott Artley. His work will inform future decisions by MRAC’s board.
“As an artist with disabilities myself, it has been a gift
to investigate the breadth and interconnectedness of this
complex topic,” he said. “I have learned so much.”
In-depth stakeholder interviews revealed that major
steps forward will only happen with culture change.
“Having a ramp doesn’t necessarily make it accessible.”
This was a quote from one of eight stakeholder interviews Artley conducted.
Interviews reinforced that accessibility isn’t a series of
tactical strategies like installing an automatic door opener or offering ASL interpretation. Accessibility is a way
of thinking. It’s the practice of considering all abilities
at every step, and repeating that practice until it’s second-nature.
Focus groups confirmed that centering people with
disabilities in funding programs is critical, both as grant
recipients and decision-makers. Three December 2019
groups, facilitated by Leah Cooper of Wonderlust Productions, focused on funding scenarios. Participants said
flexibility is the greatest access strategy a funder can
adopt. They asked MRAC to work from a disability justice perspective, embracing all the ways that race, class,
gender, sexuality, citizenship and any other nexus of oppression intersects with disability.
Participants asked MRAC to center people with disabilities at every stage in the process, aligning with the
motto at the core of disability rights activism: “Nothing
about us without us.”
Other highlights from Artley’s research will guide
next steps.
*The grant process focuses on access and inclusion. It
provides advantages to groups reporting participation by
people with disabilities. But the past program got few
applications by groups with disability leadership.
In 2018 and 2019 funding cycles, about 60 percent of
applicants reported having a board-approved ADA Access
Plan. Another 12 percent reported having one in development. In both years, ADA plan status had no significant
correlation with whether or not a group was funded.
Projects that report people with disabilities as a population they intend to serve were more likely to receive an
award, probably due to the practice of asking applicant
groups to address inclusion in narratives. Disability-led
groups were self-defined as having 50 percent or more of
staff/board identifying as having disabilities. But these
groups are very few in number and represent just 6 percent of the total pool of applicants and grantees.
*The VSA Minnesota program funded larger organizations at a disproportionately high rate. MRAC’s typical
grant recipients are organizations with annual budgets of
$400,000 a year or less. VSA’s grants were open to organizations with budgets up to $5 million.
With no other funding dedicated to accessibility, VSA’s
broader eligibility meant larger organizations had incen-
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Financial and transportation issues emerge as arts barriers

Artists and audience members with disabilities face unique barriers.

tive to prioritize inclusion. Larger organizations received
nearly two-thirds of all dollars awarded. Ten organizations most frequently received grants during the past
decade, with 80 percent having annual budgets greater
than $400,000.
*What keeps people with disabilities from participating in the arts? Financial challenges are the most common barrier, surveys indicated. Eighty-two percent of
respondents cited finances as a barrier, with 52 percent
noting transportation issues. Such challenges rose above
issues including physical and sensory access.
Not knowing about arts opportunities was cited by 42
percent.
Organizations report their biggest challenge is making
the disability community aware of opportunities for arts
participation. That outranked transportation (44 percent) by about 15 percent.
“That the challenge of making people with disabilities
aware of an organization’s offerings outpaced the other

barriers to this degree is significant,” the findings stated.
“This finding aligns with a situation we at MRAC hear
from organizations again and again, i.e. we offered an access service, but no one showed up to use it.”
Opinions differ as to how MRAC funding could address arts accessibility challenges. Organization see value
in funding to provide access services and projects that
either attract people to arts experiences, or that bring
their art to disability communities directly.
Individuals would prefer to see dollars given to individual artists with disabilities and organizations led by or
providing programming designed primarily for disability
communities.
But while differences are seen, surveys of both
groups showed significant support for MRAC providing
non-monetary resources including trainings, one-on-one
consulting, and opportunities for mentorship.
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Arts-related needs varied, according to the survey.
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PEOPLE & PLACES
Merz is new division director

Natasha Merz is the new director of the Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) Disability Services
Division. She replaces Alex Bartolic, who recently retired.
Merz has served as manager of services and standards
in the Disability Services Division, supporting teams that
work on home care, self-directed services and disability
waiver policy. Prior to joining the division, she was the
deputy ombudsman for the Office of Ombudsman for
Long-Term Care and as a regional ombudsman in the
Twin Cities metro area, providing advocacy and dispute
resolution services to nursing home residents and people
that live in assisted living settings.

Merz is committed to promoting person-centered practices in Minnesota’s long-term care services and supports
system, as well as promoting these practices in the workplace. She is excited to continue this collaborative work
in her new role.

Interim leader at state council

The Minnesota Council on Disability announced a
change in leadership in mid-January, as the council decided to take the organization in a new direction. Joan Willshire stepped down as executive director.
Willshire was council chairperson before she became
executive director in 2004. In 2018 Gov. Mark Dayton
honored her with a Commitment to Service Award at the

∏f
Tulloch served on boards

Ann Brennecke Tulloch is remembered for her dedication
to organizations that serv people with disabilities. Tulloch
died in late 2019 after a struggle with cancer. She was 74
and lived in Vadnais Heights.
A native of Marshalltown, IA, Tulloch graduated from
Southern Methodist University and later pursued a degree
in physical therapy at the University of Iowa. She met her
husband, Dr. John Tulloch, while working at the Mayo
Clinic.
Through her son Robb, she became involved in
Northeast Residence. It is a non-profit that supports
children and adults with developmental disabilities. She was
on the Northeast Residence board for many years and was

From page 1

have been ignored by mainstream media had we not initially raised them. From paratransit to health care policy,
Access Press has followed issues important to Minnesotans
with disabilities.
Consider what detrimental policy decisions could have
been made with a newspaper to cover disability issues
and the disability rights movement. If Access Press didn’t
inform you, who would?
Much has changed in how we communicate. But Access
Press continues today as a publication focused on people
with a wide range of disabilities. The newspaper has been
through many changes but continues its primary mission
of bringing news and information to our community. Access Press provides news and information to help Minnesotans with disabilities lead their best lives.
To celebrate our anniversary, Access Press plans a special
issue in July, to coincide with the signing of the ADA.
We will also launch a time of looking back on our history,
starting with the May issue. We will be supplementing
our History Note, generously provided by the Minnesota Governor’s Council on Developmental Disabilities
(MNCDD), with more disability community history.
We will feature history online and in print.
Our history offerings will also include a timeline of
30 years of Minnesota disability history, which will be
a resource for researchers and students looking back on
our past.
This focus on the newspaper’s history, which is also
the history of Minnesotans with disabilities, provides a
unique chance for our advertisers and supporters to take
part in our celebration at Access Press. Please contact us
at 651-644-2133, watch our website for details or contact us at access@accesspress.org to learn about advertising and promotional opportunities.
Thirty years can seem like a long time. It can also pass
in the blink of an eye. Access Press is ready to look back
and share that history with you, our readers.
This article was prepared by newspaper staff and board
members.
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instrumental in its development.
Tulloch was also very concerned about the needs in the
mental health community and served on the board of the
mental health services organization People Incorporated.
She and her family were also involved in a group that
hosted visitors from around the world.
Tulloch is survived by her husband, her sons, a step-son,
mother, sister, brother and their families. Services have been
held. In lieu of flowers, gifts may be directed to Northeast
Residence or People Incorporated.

Sipkins founded group homes

died last month after a decade-long battle with Alzheimer’s
disease. She was 92 and was a lifelong Twin Cities resident.
After receiving degrees from the University of
Minnesota in psychology and education in 1959, she
taught at and directed the Temple Israel preschool. She
was one of the founders of the Minnesota Jewish Group
Homes, a Twin Cities residential nonprofit for disabled
persons, and served as president of its board. She took on
other roles with the organization.
Sipkins was preceded in death by her husband and
is survived by a son and daughter and their families.
Services have been held.

Dorothy Goodman Sipkins is remembered for her role in
founding group homes for people with disabilities. Sipkins
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32nd Annual State of Minnesota Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day celebration in St. Paul. She has won other honors and
recognition for her work.
Current Council Chair Nancy M. Fitzsimons thanked
Willshire for her work and announced a search for a new
executive director. Laurie Beyer-Kropuenske will serve as
interim executive director. She is on leave from her post
as general counsel and director of the Minnesota Department of Administration’s (Admin) Community Services
Division. She has more than 15 years of experience as a
state government manager and more than 25 years of experience in state and tribal government.
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Education Program (IEP) Work for Your Child
is 6:30-8:30 a.m. Tue, Feb. 25. The workshop
will help parents understand how to use the
Individualized Education Program (IEP) to benefit
a child. Participants use a PACER booklet to
understand how each required part of the IEP
can be developed to meet the child’s needs.
Parents will gain knowledge about how to
participate effectively in the annual IEP meeting.
To participate in the workshop, parents will need
to bring a copy of their child’s most recent school
special education evaluation report, and their
child’s current IEP. In Duluth.

YOUNG ADULTS

Autism social group for Ages 15+
Reach for Resources offers a social program,
Social Seekers, for individuals (ages 15+) on the
autism spectrum. Social Seekers activities include
games, crafts, discussions, outdoor recreation,
and other opportunities for socializing. The
program is designed to build group cohesion,
sustain friendships, and provide gentle verbal
redirection when needed to assist individuals
with issues surrounding conflict, assertiveness,
boundaries, and more. The next session will run on
Wednesdays, 5:00-6:30 p.m., from March 25-May
27, but participants can join at any time with
advance registration and a required intake. The
group meets at the Depot in Hopkins, and cost is
$205 for the 10 weeks. FFI: 952-393-4277.
.

INFO & ASSISTANCE

MCIL hosts classes and activities
The Metropolitan Center for Independent Living
provides many life skills classes as well as fun
outings and events for people with disabilities.
MCIL is at 530 N. Robert Street, St Paul and most
activities are there or start there. Classes and
events are listed on the website, www.mcil-mn.
org. Click on “Classes Groups and Sessions” for

updated information or to print their calendar.
Please give two weeks’ notice if the alternative
format or other accommodations are needed.
Events are free, accessible and mostly scent-free.
FFI: 651-603-2030
Classes and support in Sauk Rapids
Independent Lifestyles, Inc., 215 N. Benton Dr.,
Sauk Rapids, offers many groups and classes, for
free or a small fee. These include advocates for
independence, post-polio and Parkinson’s support
groups, and sports including bowling.
Advocates for Independence meets 2-4 p.m.
the first and third Wed of each month. Make a
difference in the community for people with
disabilities. Increase leadership, assertiveness and
communications skills. Become a better advocate
and have fun. People of all abilities are welcome.
FFI: Michele Pelka, 320-281-2042.
Learn self-defense and improve fitness with
adapted martial arts and Tae Guk Known Do. Wear
loose clothing and bring a bottle of water. The
classes are on Fridays unless there is a holiday.
Scott Ridlon is instructor. FFI: 320-267-7717, 320281-2042
Mental health support offered
NAMI Minnesota offers more than 500 free
educational classes and presentations statewide
each year, along with help in navigating the
mental health system. NAMI also has more than 70
free support groups for people living with a mental
illness and their families.
In the Twin Cities NAMI has about two dozen
family support groups, more than 20 support
groups for people living with a mental illness,
anxiety support groups, groups for veterans and
other groups. Led by trained facilitators, groups
provide help and support. Parent resource
groups are facilitated by a parent who has a
child with a mental illness and who has been
trained to lead support groups. A group meets
6:30-8 p.m. on the second and fourth Monday at
Eagle Brook Church, 2401 East Buffalo St., White
Bear Lake. FFI: Jody Lyons 651-645-2948 x109.
Family support groups help families who have a

relative with a mental illness. A group meets at
6:30 p.m. the second and fourth Wed at Centennial
United Methodist Church, 1524 Co. Rd. C-2 West,
Roseville. FFI: Anne Mae. 651-484-0599.
Open Door Anxiety and Panic support groups help
people cope with anxiety disorders. One group
meets 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. the second and fourth
Thu in Room 104, Gloria Dei Lutheran Church, 700
Snelling Ave. S., St. Paul. Another group meets
6:30-8 p.m. the first and third Thu at Woodland
Hills Church, 1740 Van Dyke St., St. Paul.
A peer support group is offered for LGBTQ adults
living with a mental illness. The group meets 1-2:30
p.m. Sat, Living Table United Church of Christ,
3805 E. 40th St, Mpls. FFI: David, 612-920-3925,
651-645-2948.
Young Adult NAMI Connection is a free support
group for persons ages 16-20. One group meets
7-8:30 the first and third Thu at Friends Meeting
House, 1725 Grand Ave., St. Paul. A group also
meets 7-8:30 p.m. on the first and third Thu at the
dental office of Dr. Crandall & Associates, 2300
E. Highway 96, White Bear Lake. The group is
facilitated by young adults who live with mental
illnesses and are doing well in recovery. A full
calendar of all events is offered online. FFI: 651645-2948, www.namihelps.org
Vision loss group offers activities
Vision Loss Resources provides free and low-cost
activities in the Twin Cities for people who are
blind or visually impaired. Check out the newly
redone website, accessible on smartphones,
tablets, and laptops. Life skills classes for those
with low vision; card games, craft classes, book
clubs, walking groups, dinners out, special
outings and technology classes are among the
offerings. Participants need to RVSP to participate,
at least three working days prior to an event.
The calendar is also available on the Vision Loss
Resources website and as a printable large-print
PDF document for those who wish to print their
own or additional copies. FFI: RSVP hotline,
612-843-3439; activity line and audio calendar,

We don’t look a day over 29 . . .

Access Press began publishing in May 1990. Help
us recognize this important anniversary starting in
May 2020, and a big anniversary issue to coincide
with Minnesota’s celebration of the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
Information on advertising oppportunities will be
posted on our website soon.

Call 651-644-2133 and help us celebrate!
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Polar Plungers start time of chills, thrills

RADIO TALKING BOOK

Books available through library services
Books available through library services
Books broadcast on the Minnesota Radio Talking Book
Network are available through the Minnesota Braille and
Talking Book Library in Faribault. The catalog is online
at www.mnbtbl.org, click on the link Search the Library
Catalog. Persons living outside of Minnesota may obtain
copies of books via an inter-library loan by contacting
their home state’s Network Library for the National Library
Service.
Listen to the Minnesota Radio Talking Book, either live
or archived programs, on the Internet at www.mnssb.
org/rtb or on handheld devices via the SERO app (iOS or
Android). Call the Talking Book Library for a password to
the site. To find more information about Minnesota Radio
Talking Book Network events go to the Facebook site,
Minnesota Radio Talking Book. Call 1-800-722-0550, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon through Fri with questions.
Audio information about the daily book listings is also on
the National Federation for the Blind (NFB) Newsline.
Register for the NFB Newsline by calling 651-539-1424.
Access Press is featured on It Makes a Difference, 9 p.m.
Sun.
The sampling published monthly in Access Press doesn’t
represent the full array of programming. Many more
programs and books are available.
Donate to the State Services for the Blind at mn.gov/deed/
ssbdonate
Chautauqua*
Monday – Friday 6 a.m.
I Know What I Saw, nonfiction by Linda S. Godfrey, 2019.
Journalist Linda S. Godfrey presents a collection of cryptozoological creatures and fantastical folklore from across
North America. Read by Kristi Fuller. 10 broadcasts; begins
Mon, Feb. 17.
Past is Prologue*
Monday – Friday 11 a.m.
Spies of No Country, nonfiction by Matti Friedman, 2019.

AROUND THE DIAL
Conor’s Corner
A new radio show by St. Paul
Highland Park resident Conor
O’Meara can be heard live at 10 a.m.
Mondays, replayed 8 a.m. Saturdays,
at 94.1 or WFNU.org Frogtown
Community Radio. The show can also
be found on Spotify and Mixcloud.
Find the radio station at www.wfnu.
org
O’Meara conducts a wide range of
interviews, talks about what is going on in his life and even
sings a little Elvis Presley when the time is right. He is a
past Minnesota State High School League adapted bowling
champion.
Disability and Progress
KFAI Radio, 6-7 p.m. Thursdays. Host Sam Jasmine
and her guests explore a wide range of topics that are
important to people with disabilities. KFAI is at 90.3 FM in
Minneapolis and 106.7 in St. Paul. Listeners outside of the
Twin Cities, or those looking for a past show, will find the
show’s archives online at www.kfai.org Look for the link to
archives and for Disability and Progress. Listeners need
to have a Real Audio Player downloaded. A smartphone
app is also available to hear archived programs. To make
comments or make suggestions, call 612-341-3144, or email
disabilityandprogress@tcq.net. Postal mail can be sent to
KFAI, 1808 Riverside Ave. S., Disability and Progress, Box
116, Minneapolis MN 55454.
Disability Viewpoints
Disability Viewpoints is an award-winning public access
television show by and for people with disabilities. Mark
Hughes and his team of co-hosts feature current news,
interesting people and groups, and events in Minnesota’s
disability community. The show is produced by volunteers
at St. Paul Neighborhood Network. Some shows are
archived on YouTube, so search for Disability Viewpoints on
that web channel to find past shows. The program has also
been shown in the past on tpt. Visit their Facebook page
and www.spnn.org.
Other Programming
Access Press is interested in listing regularly scheduled
broadcast, cablecast or podcast programs by and for
people with disabilities. Programming needs to have a tie to
Minnesota or the Upper Midwest.
Around the Dial is published on a space-available basis.
Anyone with questions can contact jane@accesspress.org

Journalist Matti Friedman tells of Arab Jews from the
Islamic world who helped create the Arab Section, part of
Israel’s underground army. Read by Read by John Holden.
Eight broadcasts; begins Mon, Feb. 24.
Choice Reading*
Monday – Friday 2 p.m.
Refuge, nonfiction by Alexander Betts and Paul Collier,
2017. There are now more than 65 million refugees and
displaced persons worldwide. A workable system to
provide sanctuary is needed. Read by Greg Olson. 10
broadcasts; begins Tue, Feb. 25.
Afternoon Report*
Monday – Friday 4 p.m.
Voices From Slavery, nonfiction by Norman R. Yetman,
2010. Vivid, first-person accounts of what it was like to
be a slave in the South, recounted in simple and often
poignant language. Read by Jan Anderson. 22 broadcasts;
begins Tue, Feb. 11.
Off the Shelf*
Monday – Friday 8 p.m.
Courting Mr. Lincoln, fiction by Louis Bayard, 2019. Mary
Todd moves to Springfield, Illinois and meets the awkward
but principled young lawyer Abe Lincoln. His urbane friend
Joshua Speed grooms and guides Lincoln on the path
to romance. Read by Carol McPherson. 16 broadcasts;
begins Thu, Feb. 13.
Potpourri*
Monday – Friday 9 p.m.
Farsighted, nonfiction by Steven Johnson, 2019. Science
journalist Steven Johnson describes techniques for making
decisions and stresses the importance of planning. Read
by Robb Empson. Eight broadcasts; begins Mon, Feb. 17.
-L

Monday – Friday 10 p.m.
Beartown, fiction by Frederik Backman, 2016. A Swedish
junior hockey team competes in a national tournament.
Their town’s hopes and dreams rest on their shoulders.
Read by Don Gerlach. 17 broadcasts; begins Tue, Feb. 11.
– L, S
RTB After Hours*
Monday – Friday 11 p.m.
How to Kill Friends and Implicate People, fiction by Jan
Stringer, 2016. Sam Ireland and her brother Phil are fulltime bike messengers and part-time detectives. Fergus
Fletcher is a hitman who has returned home to Glasgow.
Sam signs onto an online dating site - not realizing
that hitmen also get lonely. Read by Mike Casper. Eight
broadcasts; begins Mon, Feb. 24. – L, V, S
Weekend Program Books
Your Personal World, 1 p.m. Sat, presents More than
Enough by Elaine Welteroth (L); followed by Renia’s Diary:
A Holocaust Journal by Renia Spiegel and Elizabeth Bellak;
both read by Beverly Burchett.
For the Younger Set, 11 a.m. Sun, presents One Person,
No Vote by Carol Anderson and Tonya Bolden, read by Pat
Kovel-Jarboe.
Poetic Reflections, noon Sun, presents The Idea of the
Garden by Michael S. Moos, read by Tom Speich.
The Great North, 4 p.m. Sun, presents Packinghouse
Daughter by Cheri Register, read by Susan Niefeld.
All times listed are Central Standard Time.
Abbreviations:
V – violent content, RE – racial epithets, L – strong
language, G – gory descriptions, S – sexual situations

Hijinx and Hearsay, nonfiction by Martin Keller, 2019.
Minnesota journalist Martin Keller looks at the Twin Cities’
music scene over the past forty years. Read by Jim Tarbox.
Eight broadcasts; begins Thu, Feb. 27. - L
Good Night Owl*
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Insulin price is eyed
Hailing it as a piece of legislation that is a
working example of compromise, Gov. Tim
Walz pre-filed a bill to improve access to
affordable insulin for Minnesotans. The bill
was built on weeks of work done by bipartisan members of the Insulin Work Group.
Walz used ideas from the group to
prepare the bill. “The cost of insulin has
tripled in the last ten years—raking in
the cash for pharmaceutical companies
while Minnesotans with diabetes are left
scrambling to afford the drug they need
to survive,” he said. “We have a solution
to this crisis. Taking the best from both
Democrat and Republican proposals, this
compromise bill would increase access to
affordable insulin, hold Big Pharma accountable, and is ready to be implemented.
There’s no reason not to support it.”
The Alec Smith Insulin Affordability
Act is named for a young man who died
Gov. Tim Walz
rationing his insulin due to its cost. The
bill ensures that Minnesotans facing an
emergency — those most in danger of rationing their insulin
due to the high cost of the drug — have access to an immedi-

ate refill at their pharmacy. It builds
upon the bill introduced last session by
including a provision initially proposed
by Republicans that creates a long-term
program to provide eligible Minnesotans access to free insulin.
Walz and Democratic leaders
assembled for the news conference
say the one reason no bill came out of
the Insulin Work Group sessions was
that Republicans would not budge on
a provision to make pharmaceutical
companies accountable. Democrats
maintain that three insulin manufacturers control more than 90 percent of
the insulin market in the U.S., and say
in the last year those three companies
have reported $84.1 billion in revenue
and $18.5 billion in profits. The Alec
Smith Insulin Affordability Act would
place a tax on insulin manufacturers to
create an insulin affordability program,
and make pharmaceutical companies
be part of the solution for the crisis Walz says they created.
(Source: KARE 11 News)

REGIONAL NEWS

on failure to provide disability accommodations under the
Minnesota Human Rights Act. Disagreement over damages
took several more weeks.
Daniel said he knows other firefighters who have had
similar problems and hopes the city will make changes to
prevent future cases like his.
(Source: Star Tribune)

From page 6

However, data released in January by the Minnesota
Management and Budget (MMB) office shows that approximately 20 percent of individuals with disabilities
who were approved to participate in the program were
actually hired. Fewer than 1 percent are still employed in
state government.
Of the 1,510 certificates issued to people eligible for
Connect 700 over the past three years, fewer than 200
people made it through the 700-hour probationary period
and are still working in state jobs, MMB data shows.
In interviews, nearly a dozen current and former state
employees say the once-promising program has foundered
because of poor leadership, and marginal to nonexistent
training. Several hiring managers said they were never told
about the program’s requirements, such as regular checkins with workers, and Connect 700 participants said their
requests for basic accommodations for their disabilities
were ignored or denied, making it impossible for them to
succeed. Others described being treated like second-class
employees and having to go through extra steps to prove
their worth even when they met the job qualifications.
“Too many people are being set up to fail through this
program,” said Kenneth Rodgers, who helped design the
Connect 700 program and is coordinator of disability
programs at the Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MnDOT). “People are being hired for all the right reasons.
… But without the proper supports, they are falling by the
wayside.”
(Source: Star Tribune)

Lengthy disability case settled

Former Minneapolis firefighter Keith Daniel spent five
years fighting City Hall over a pair of tennis shoes. His
long legal fight ended in January with the city agreeing to
pay Daniel and his attorneys $785,000 to close the disability discrimination case.
“For me, it was hard to believe that we went all through
this for a pair of … tennis shoes,” Daniel, 59, said. “I’m
just glad it’s over with, and I hope the verdict that I received sends a message to the city so someone else doesn’t
have to go through this.”
Years ago, Daniel had surgery to repair a torn ligament
in his right ankle. He joined the Minneapolis Fire Department in 2001. In 2011, Daniel twisted his right ankle
when he was searching a house after a tornado struck
north Minneapolis. He then aggravated his injury on the
job in August 2014. After that, a doctor gave him a prescription to wear tennis shoes at the fire station to “provide greater support and comfort for his ankle.”
Black leather boots are a required part of the uniform
for Minneapolis firefighters. His footwear request was denied, and he injured his angle again in 2015. Department
staff initially agreed to let him wear the tennis shoes and
then reversed their decision. He finally retired and filed
suit against the city.
The case went to the Minnesota Supreme Court, then
back to Hennepin County District Court for a trial last
year. The case was settled in Daniels’ favor on the grounds

Jablonski finds NHL job

It was always Jack Jablonski's dream to be in the NHL.
That dream has come true, although he is not a member
of a hockey team.
Jablonski was paralyzed several years ago after suffering
a severe spinal cord injury during a hockey game in Minnesota. In January he became a member of the Los Angeles Kings. In a post on Twitter, Jablonski said he is joining
the Kings as a content coordinator. His duties will include
radio, television and working on podcasts.
Jablonski recently graduated from the University of
Southern California with a major in communications. He
held an internship with the Kings before being brought on
full-time with the organization.
He was a junior at Benilde-St. Margaret's when he was
injured. He has not only been an advocate for people with
spinal cord injuries, but he's also been a beacon of hope
for anyone living with paralysis. The Jack Jablonski Foundation has helped raise donations and awareness toward
paralysis recovery.
(Source: KARE 11 News)

Opioid prescribing practices become safer

As Minnesota health care providers begin to receive
updated opioid prescribing reports in the coming days,
data from the Minnesota Department of Human Services
(DHS) shows that prescribing practices are becoming safer, with providers writing fewer prescriptions for opioids
and for lower doses when they do prescribe the drugs for
pain management.
Almost 16,000 providers serving patients in the Medical

Now hiring for the summer!

Join Metropolitan Mosquito Control District
(MMCD) as a seasonal employee starting at
$14.61/hr.
Help us promoting health and well-being for the
seven county metro area by protecting the public
from disease and annoyance caused by mosquitoes, black flies, and ticks, in an environmentally
safe manner.
Locations in Andover, Oakdale, Maple Grove,
Plymouth, Jordan, Rosemount, St. Paul
Seasonal MMCD employees enjoy:
Paid holidays, Paid time off, Unique job variety,
Outdoor work environment, On the job training,
Skills to boost your resume, Most weekends off,
Flexible start and end dates

Apply today! Visit mmcd.org

Next edition: APRIL 2020
Call 651-644-2133 to be included!

Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity
Employer - women, minorities and persons
with disabilities encouraged to apply.

Assistance and MinnesotaCare programs will receive individualized reports that compare their opioid prescribing
practices to those of anonymous peers and recommended
thresholds. Trends tracked by DHS are encouraging, with
the number of prescriptions over recommended doses falling in the past several years.
The most dramatic decrease occurred in the number of
patients simultaneously prescribed chronic opioid therapy
and benzodiazepines, a potentially lethal combination. In
2016, 2,541 public health care program enrollees had prescriptions for both drugs at the same time. That number
dropped 57 percent to 1,091 enrollees in a one-year period
ending in September.
Significant improvement was also seen in these measures:
*56 percent fewer prescriptions written over recommended doses during the acute and post-acute pain periods.
*51 percent fewer index opioid prescriptions written
over recommended doses (an index opioid prescription is
one written for someone hasn’t had an opioid prescription
in 90 days)
*33 percent fewer index opioid prescriptions written
*54 percent fewer patients receiving doses of chronic opioid therapy that exceed recommendations
“The Minnesota health care community is stepping up
to the challenge of managing pain appropriately while
keeping patients safe,” Human Services Commissioner
Jodi Harpstead said. “Opioids remain an important tool to
treat pain, but only when the benefits outweigh the risks.”
DHS weeks to build awareness among providers by giving them the information to identify and prevent unsafe
prescribing behavior. State law requires DHS to provide
the private reports each year and manage a quality improvement program for providers whose reports show
they continue to prescribe outside of community standards. The current reports, the second round since the
program began in 2019, will give providers updated data
before they may be required to participate in a quality
improvement program when the next round of reports is
released, around the end of 2020.
Because abrupt changes in opioid therapy for patients
with chronic pain can be harmful, DHS warns providers to avoid rapid tapering or sudden discontinuation of
opioids due to the significant risks of withdrawal, unless
a life-threatening issue exists. Prescription opioid therapy remains an important option for patients with severe
acute pain or cancer-related pain, and for those receiving
hospice care. However, opioids can be addictive after
just a few days of use, and growing evidence shows they
are unsafe and generally ineffective in managing chronic,
non-cancer-related pain.
With health care providers and patients concerned about
finding the right balance of opioid use, pain management
and patient safety, the state has emphasized the need to
work together. DHS held a listening session with chronic
pain patients in December to learn more about their experiences with opioid therapy and pain management. In November, health system leaders, the Minnesota Hospital Association, the Minnesota Medical Association, the Institute
for Clinical Systems Improvement and DHS met to explore
ways to improve patient safety and support providers as they
improve their prescribing practices.
The “Flip the Script” campaign, launched earlier this
year, gives providers resources to reframe the conversation
about pain management with patients and follow safe prescribing practices. “Flip the Script” resources can be found
at https://mn.gov/dhs/opip
(Source: Minnesota DHS)

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
Calvary Center Apts: 7650 Golden Valley Road, Golden
Valley, MN. A Section 8 building now accepting applications for our waiting list. Call 9 am to 4 pm, Mon – Fri
763-546-4988 for an application. Equal Opportunity
Housing.
Find your new home with At Home Apartments. Call
651-224-1234 or visit AtHomeApartments.com for an
apartment or town home. Equal Opportunity Housing.
Staff Attorney – Housing
Central Minnesota Legal Services seeks full-time attorney for Mpls office. Licensed in MN pref’d. Post-law
school housing exp pref’d. Spanish or Somali language
a plus. Salary D.O.E. Excellent benes. Resume with
references and writing sample to Calista Moxey, CMLS,
111 N 5th St #402, Mpls, MN 55403 or email to: cmls@
centralmnlegal.org App. deadline: 02/14/2020 or until
filled. EOE.
Client Services/Intake
Full-time Client Services/Intake Worker for Central Minnesota Legal Services Mpls office. Exc. oral & written
communication skills req. WORD+. Second language+.
Sal: D.O.E. Excellent benefits, generous vacation/sick.
Casual/friendly work environ. Resume, refs. & cover
letter by 2/14/20 (late applications accepted until filled),
specifying interest & skills to Calista Moxey, CMLS, 111
N 5th St #402, Mpls, MN 55403. info@centeralmnlegal.
org. EOE.

Classified rates: $15 (first 18 words) and 65¢ per word thereafter.
Classified ads prepaid. Mail to: Access Press, Capitol Ridge Inn
Offices; 161 St. Anthony Ave; #910; St. Paul, MN 55103; Phone: 651644-2133; Fax 651-644-2136; Email: access@accesspress.org
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Make the news!
Receiving an award?
Joining a board?
Moving to new space?
Winning a race?
Filling a top post?
Send us your “boast”!
Marking a key date?
Please don’t be late!
Access Press welcomes submissions for the People and
Places pages. Submissions are due by the 25th of each
month.

Questions? Email or call:
651-644-2133
access@accesspress.org

Accessible Space, Inc.
Accessible, Affordable Housing
For adults with qualifying disabilities. Over 50 barrier-free apartment
communities & homes throughout the Metropolitan Area, Greater
Minnesota, & throughout the Midwest. Locations also available in many
other states. Income limits apply.
Immediate openings Marshall, Willmar and Hibbing, Minnesota

Affordable Senior Apartments
'PSRVBMJGZJOHTFOJPSIPVTFIPMETBHFBOECFUUFS.FUSPHSFBUFS
MN locations available. Accessible apts. available for seniors in these
locations. Income limits apply.

Housing with Care*
tIPVS"TTJTUFE-JWJOH4FSWJDFTt*OEFQFOEFOU-JWJOH4FSWJDFT
t3FTJEFOU$PNNVOJUZ4FUUJOH "EVMU'PTUFS$BSF 
&MJHJCJMJUZGPSPSTFMFDUJPOPG"4*TFSWJDFTJTOPUSFRVJSFEUPRVBMJGZ
GPSIPVTJOH"4*TFSWJDFTBSFOPUBWBJMBCMFJOBMMMPDBUJPOT

Services openings! Call today

Call 800-466-7722
TTY/TDD 800-627-3529
www.accessiblespace.org

We’re for the people
living in group homes.
Nursing homes.
Single family homes.
Section 8 homes.
Any homes.
UCare has health plans for everyone.
Get started at ucare.org
Call 1-866-457-7144 | TTY 1-800-688-2534
No English 1-800-688-2534

